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to spend some time
various controls of

For the 35 years that I have been working
with planetarium special effects, I have been
bothered with the audio and video methods
we have used, and the variety of controls
that are necessary for
Sophisticated controls have been devised and sold to
make the job easier for lecturers, but at considerable cost, which is a
factor for
small planetaria.
At Frostburg State University, our 24-foot
dome has been used for
monthly public shows, and a
of elementary school shows. We have at times
given as many as ten different presentations
during a single month. These vary from standard theme-oriented public shows to
ized shows for the deaf. The variety can be
numbing at times, and the most practical
solution is sets of slide presentations intermixed with astronomical current events.
This entails the
of slide trays for
each presentation with audio tape ~ ...~",._'-J.
Of course we suffered the
of stuck
slides, burned out bulbs, damaged or misplaced tapes, and other annoyances.
My solution was the development of a
computer control of visuals, audio, and simple special effects. This simplified the task for
the lecturer and eliminated the need for a
show set-up. Finally the computer and associated software has advanced enough to
make it easy to
shows that can be
stored on the computer and
called up
as needed. Software is the key.

First
Fortunately, cost of computing has gone
down and
has gone up. For less
than a thousand dollars we were able to purchase a generic PC with the following capabilities: 850 MHz speed with six PC! slots, 64
RAM, 40
hard drive.
Also we purchased a bottom-of-the-line
Sound Blaster audio card and a
CD read/write drive. Four Rage II video cards
were donated. At first we only used one of

4

the video cards that controlled the video
but this allowed the audience to
see the Windows
when we used

;n'"oc+;",-:>tin

our computer.
on
a W AV
will appear that is
from the CD player. This
the
If you don't get
you can select It
under Pr<>graIIlS
a shortcut to your
I-' ,
At this
it
'U'-"CH'U.V

tions.

Since I first came to
trying to automate

It

a
with the micro computer
those years of work to
n this new
a heck of a lot during the past
that knowledge with everyone.

Our
system is Windows 98.
With this we have used Adaptec version 4
audio software for
audio from
CDs. Many CD-RW readers come with this
software,
it can be
separately for about $100. This software allows
copying of audio files as well as extracting
them to WAY files,
this software is relperhaps
of
hours of
to become
at
using it. It allows the recording onto
of
data files, picture files, audio files, and the
extraction and conversion of audio files
from CD to the W AV files that can be
on the computer from the hard drive.
CDs in our
At first we
presentations. To do this we connected the
audio output of the audio card to our sound
system. To play the CD just insert the CD,
and after a few seconds the audio
software appears. Click on the appropriate controls to select a track and
the CD. Under
the View
select Volume control
for control of your volume. There is no need
to reach around to your audio system to
control volume any more. If you have never
used this feature on your computer you will
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nces, I
I certainly
I am happy to

is
at using
dows, or has an expert at hand for a
The foremost advice I can give is hf1t-i/J'v>r~
If you are an audio buff, the next step
add the
to audio edit your W AV
We use CoolEdit 2000 available
software, and the

are ~~,+h'~~
You can record audio from
external sources, then edit out pops from
records, compress or
time without
mix up to four separate
stereo tracks
the studio mixer option),
and much more. This also takes
to
learn, but it is indeed worth it.
the audio to work can take
cups of coffee, or even an occasional
Jack Daniels! Take easy
to
local experts. You will
be
ful.
We use PowerPoint from Office 2000.
is
versatile. We do

inserting
visuals
into each frame. By using the automatic timing feature for
in dissol ve
mode, it
the slide
is

Monitors
Now for the fun stuff. If you
on
using a
video projector, the problem is
simple; all you have to do is
a dual head
card. We tried the Matrox G450 AGP card
with success. Other models are available for
both the AGP slot and for PCI.
this
is simple; just plug it in and follow the directions for installation of the software. One
connector is for monitor #1 (use this for the
console) and the other connector is for monitor #2. Use this connector for your video
",,,,,,iD.r+rw Since our projector is mounted at
the base of the star
we used a twenfoot connector cord, and without ill
effect. To make it easy to use in our small
console area, we were fortunate to have
donated a flat screen monitor with a small
footprint. If you have an A4
with
standard console, you know how valuable
your space is.
When first activated, your
may
not show an image. When we first tested this
card, we used a second monitor instead of
the projector. To activate and arrange the
position of the second monitor (or projector),
the cursor on your
and
click the
mouse button, then select
Pr4:lDlerties at the bottom of the menu. This
gives you the
window.
Now left click on
You can nnciti'r\n
the monitors
you wish. We put
them in a physical approximation of the
planetarium projector vs. the desk monitor
so that when the mouse cursor is moved
toward where the projector is, the arrow
moves to that monitor. Our setup has the
second monitor (the projector) on the left
(monitor #2) and the first monitor (#1) on
the right, since our console is to the right of
the video projector. You can even stagger
their positions if you wish.
The setup should also take into consideration the screen area and the color resolution.
We use 800 by 600 for the console monitor,
640 by 480 for the projector, and High Color
(16 bit) for both. The monitor sizes in the
window display will change their sizes to
show this relationship.
The projector we used was an EzPro 450,
which uses a special purpose medical bulb,
EVD, that is rated at 36 volts and 7 amps.
With only about 50 hours of life, it
periodic
Also, it is too
We solved part of the

Vol.

Micrc)so:fi Paint to create a h,>,~I7£T"n,,,
the monitors of black with a dark red
However the slides and titles we
nr(,ip,r-tp,rl were still too
so we had to
add a filter on the lens to cut down the
Soon we will be given an old nFinity video
that uses an 82 volt
with
reflector (an ENX ) which we will
with a 120 volt
an EZK)
which will give us extended life and a dimmer
Much more usable in a p12metarlum.
Of course you can add a dimmer to these
but not to the whole
since
it contains electronics which will not work
We have not had
power
If you are using Microsoft's PowerPoint
software for
you must use the 2000
version in order to send your
to a
ond monitor. To do this, before you start
your program, you need to select Slide Show
and under it Set
Show. At the bottom of
the window you will see a
that
allows you to present your presentation on
the second monitor.
you cannot save this setting; it must be activated
each time you present a show. PowerPoint
allows not
titling but
as well.
This is a cheap but effective way to create
set of slides for presentation on your projecyou will have to learn
tor.
how to use PowerPoint. This is a very versatile tool. We
recommend you take
one of the many
class in its use or
books on the
When using PowerPoint on the system,
and sending the image to the second monitor (projector), your
will
much more professional since the audience
will not see your desktop. Remember to crePaint as your
ate a black
for the best presentation.

tors
Even more fun, now ... if you are a masochist: the implementation of more
projectors. This is where last year conflicts
with this year as concerns the advance of
technology. Since our planetarium has limited funds (only a couple of thousand a year
for equipment) we have had to add to our
equipment one step at a time. This is beneficial in a way in that we had to implement
this computer control one step at a time. If
we had
all at once, it
would have been
We also
relied on the donation of computer parts,
many of which were a few years old. We
found that the newer motherboards did not
accept old parts in the combinations we
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reQluu'ed. Here are a few of
encountered.
The newest motherboards
starting at the first
CPU. video card in the first slot
monitor #1. The next slot will be #2,
the AGP slot
monitors. However some cards,
old
stop the
This
audio card and an
TV monitors. We ended
after many hours of expelrinlerltaticm
slot,
the newer SoundBlaster card in
then three
II video cards in slots two
thr'OUl£h four, and an
video
slot five. This eliminated
Matrox
the AGP slot, which would not
believe that
last video card was
but since the Matrox card would
work with TV monitors (as advertised)
ended up with this
advice is to use the same, modern,
cards. You may get the
work in these circumstances.
When you go to more than one
the
is how to send separate
to them. To solve this we des;lgrled
Visual Basic program that
drive
nrr\ip,-t,>rc with the
we wished to
ject.

As a teacher of computer science,
tunate to have several
dents at

with
from the aspect of a user, then john
the code. Sounds easy, but it involved minimum of a hundred hours of
and
If you are a programmer, have fun!
is more
to
the program
from john. His disk contains all the programs
talked about here as well as instructions for

must
the computer. We used a medium
scanner to scan slides and
material. It
takes
of hours to learn
The HP software we used came
Scanjet 6300C. It allowed color and gamma
and easy
of the
(The HP software that
with their under-$lOO models is not as
acoeDt{~d 640
size
most scanned slides and
Some
would not fit this format so
YV LOU"".!'.

would make a best fit remembering that the
top part of the screen was most important.
Vertical images could be centered using
Paint. Like most modern software, it takes
practice, experimentation, and an open
mind to find out how to use it most effectively. All images were saved in the bitmapped format called EMP. This is easily
used by Paint for resizing, stretching, flipping, and repositioning in a black field for
centering of vertical images.
Another source of images is NASA.gov.
This allows downloads of many spectacular
images, but they are in GIF and JPG formats.
You can use these with John's software, but
manipulation of the images will either
require other software, or con vert them to
EMP files and use Paint to do your adjustments. A real labor of love!
If you are not familiar with all the visual
formats, there are in excess of twenty of
them. The more common are EMP, JPG, and
GIF. The EMP are most easily manipulated,
but they are not compressed and take nearly
ten times the storage space of other formats.
Of course with the modern hard drives available, this is not much of a problem.
From the user standpoint we created a
visual interface that first asks for the show to
be presented, loads the image names into a
file and the displays a simple three-button
window (the Show Controller) that displays
the current slide, the next slide, and the previous slide. All the user has to do is click on
the image and it is projected. The user can
also go backward or display a black screen
just by clicking on it. We have used it with
standard shows very effectively.

Clusters
Deep Space
Diagrams of Galaxy Types
Local Space
Messier Objects
Milky Way
History
Instruments & Observatories
Maps & Old Pictures
Powers of Ten (from the educational film)
Scientific Principles
Scientists
Solar System
Asteroids & meteors
Comets
Earth
Atmosphere
Meteors & Meteorites
Moon
Moon & Earth
Surface Features
Views from Orbit
Formation of Solar System
Planets (separate folders for each planet
and sub folders for moons)
Sun
Space Travel
Apollo
Gemini
On Strange Worlds
Satellites
Space Shuttle
Space Stations

We also have added folders of comrnerClal
shows. For these we number the slides
000, O~, etc. since there is one button on
show creation software that will add
visuals in a folder in
order.
a three digit number for the slides adds
in the order of presentation.

Effects
For utilizing
effects that
simple on/off control, I wrote a Visual
program that
a
window for turning effects on and off. It
reqUires the lecturer to
an
button
activate it, and an off button to turn it off.
No fade controls are available
are planned for the future. The interface is a
set of solid state
modules that get
signal from the parallel printer port.
combination can be activated at the same
time. As with all software, you can
the window wherever you want it.
'-''-fcHCJlVU

If you use PowerPoint, dissolve of
is possible
as blocks of
John's
software
allows abrupt
Cross
dissolve is
worked on.
If the computer fails, you are out of luck. A
backup computer with
of shows
needed. We have found that after a
hours of use, most computers are

(continued at bottom

a
The Show Creator is a program that allows
selecting from a set of thum bnails each
image you desire for a show. To assemble a
program, navigate though a file structure,
which displays a set of thumbnails of the
images with titles. Click on the desired image
and add it. Continue adding images until
done, then save the series with a reasonable
name. It also allows easy editing, all by point
and click. Everything is standard Windows.
If you are going to write your own program,
be sure to have an expert in VB on hand who
knows about array manipulation and file
handling.

Be
When dealing with hundreds of images,
the only warning is be organized. Here is how
we organized our images:
Art and Astronomy
Cosmology
Galaxies, etc.

6

This is an example ofa presentation using all the projectors, effects, and sound.
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The Planetarium and the Convention
Center and Expocenter are located in the
south of Morelias' downtown among a
group of specially designed buildings surrounded by green areas.
Registration fee will be $320 US including
transportation between some hotels.
We'll have paper sessions, workshops,
guest speakers from the Astronomy National
Institute of Mexico and from the Harvard
Cen ter for Astrophisics, folkloric music,
square dances, and optional excursions for
family members.
The Conference will be on July 14-18,
2002. The weather is very good with temperatures between 13 and 30 degrees celsius.
There are two airlines in our country,
Aeromexico and Mexicana; the last one has
direct flights to the airport of Morelia from
different cities of the United States, for ex-

•

I

I

ample: San Francisco, Chicago, Los
SanJose and Miami, with one stop in Mexico
City; Aeromexico and other airlines have
direct flights to Mexico City.
In the MoreUa
airport there are
taxis to the hotels, and
cost $18 US (170
Mexican pesos)
for 3 persons;
buy a ticket inside the west side
of the
and tell the taxi
driver the name
.JULY 14 TO
2002
of your hotel.
The great number of flights from the
other countries arrive in Mexico City where
they can connect with flights of Mexicana

(continued from previous page.)
several years of presentation use. We develop
our images and shows on other computers
which minimizes the time our planetarium
computer is used. We only have to make sure
that the file structure of the computer we are
creating our shows on is the same as the
planetarium computer.
Backups of image files are necessary,
CD-ROM writers. Backing up the whole computer on CD-RW discs on a regular basis is
mandatory (and time consuming). Do it!

Vol.

If you want your planetarium to enter the
21 st century, and eventually make your life
easier, start with a fast computer with a
hard drive. Add an audio card and use it for
your programs. Then add dual monitor capabilities and use PowerPoint for simple presentations. Then add more video cards and
projectors.
It has taken us about three years to get up
to speed with audio editing, visual editing,
etc. But it is well worth it. We can now

Planetarian

and Aeromar to Morelia. but the last
very expensive.
By bus, it takes four hours from Mexico
to Moreha by the ETN line that leaves
from the West Bus Station (Terminal Poniente) every 30 minutes; the cost is $26 US. If
arriving from the airport, there are taxis with
tickets available inside of the
cost is about $15 USD and tell the taxi
"a la Terminal Poniente".
In Morelia, you can take a taxi out of
terminal; it costs 25 to 30 Mexican pesos to
the hotels.
The hotel seat of the meeting of the
national Planetarium Society in 2002
be
the Fiesta Inn Hotel in Morelia, located next
to Planetarium "Lie.
Rivera", Convention and
Center, giving a
or double, plus taxes (IVA
rate $90 US,
lSVo and 2% additional); breakfast buffet is
$12 USD
15%) service.
Five minutes from the Planetarium we
have
Inn and
Inn
Hotels with 120 and 80 rooms each;
located between movie theaters, restaurants,
and shopping centers. The
rates in
single or double are:
Inn
$106
17(Yr) tax.
$82
17% tax.
Holiday Inn
$12 plus 15<Ji> service.
breakfast buffet
One half mile more is the Horizon Hotel
with 79 rooms; the rates are:
$72 taxes included.
or Double
$82
$91

are US dollars.
Continental breakfast is
and the hotel will add the tip for the chambermaid of $1 US for every
The transportation from the
Inn,
Inn
and Horizon hotels to
the Planetarium, Convention and
tion Center, will be
the organizers .
forward to
you all
tarians in Morelia, my best wishes and

to a new show at the
of a hat. As
we add more shows to our computer our life
in
gets easier and easier, and future
software promises smoother presentations
and more time to be creative.

distance; general
I can be contacted at
and John

hf-~,inl(rI,1fr""~

o

I

"The Stars for Bird Lovers" is the title of a
planetarium show I would like to see someday. The show would use an interest in birds
to help explain basic concepts in astronomy.
One can do this because numerous celestial
phenomena have bird names. Nine constellations have bird names. Four well-known
nebulas have bird names. Also, some stars
have bird names, and a famous star cluster
has a bird name. In addition, one can draw
numerous parallels between stars and birds.
Anyone working in the planetarium field
could make such a show easily and inexpensively.
The presentation could be a simple slide
show with a narration. Many of the slides
could show various birds. Recorded birdcalls
would also be necessary. One obvious source
for slides and birdcall recordings would be
the local Audubon SOCiety. It is likely the
society would be willing to lend some slides
and birdcalls for this purpose. Someone from
the society might even be willing to assist in
putting the program together.
When the slides of birds and stars, as well
as recordings of birdcalls, are at hand, one is
ready to assemble the program. What follows is a detailed plan for putting together a
"Stars for Bird Lovers" show.
1 suggest that one start the program
telling the people in the audience what the
show is about. Tell them that you will first
show them some celestial objects that have
bird names. These celestial objects include
constellations, nebulas, and a star cluster.
Explain that you will also be making some
comparisons between birds and stars. In addition, tell the group that at the end of the
show you will explain how they can find
some of the celestial objects with bird names
for themselves in the nighttime
Then turn to constellations with bird
names. Tell the group that nine official constellations are named for birds. Tell the group
what a constellation is and what it isn't.
Then begin familiarizing the group with the
nine constellations. Present them in this
order: Swan, Eagle, Crow, Toucan, Phoenix,
Crane, Dove, Peacock and Bird of Paradise.
Show several slides of swans. Mention that
it is the
of gracefulness. Note that
the swan is the
for the famous
duckling story. Note also that the word
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"swan" finds its way into our language in a
number of ways, such as "swan dive", "swan
song", and "graceful as a swan". It seems fitting it should be honored with a spot in the
heavens.
Then show a slide of the actual Swan constellation. Mention that there are several
ancient myths that attempt to explain the
presence of this constellation in the sky.

a constellation that everyone
see for himself or herself in the
sky. Call attention to the three
a row that make this constellation
identify in the sky.
Next show some slides of crows
some of their birdcalls. Comment on
vasive negative reactions to crows.
to
people dislike them. Our
about" 'O>'Tut."nrr
The collective name for a
these birds is a murder of crows.
Then
out the Crow constellation.
~'-C"'~L,hL'-. It makes recognizing this constellation in the
easy. Mention the time of year that
stell at ion is visible.
Tell the group the

"The Stars for Bird Lovers" uses a widespread interest in birds as
a method for explaining simple ideas in astronomy. If
as
a show, it could bring people into planetariums who
not
come.
how the crow came to be in the heavens. It
Briefly relate the myth that tells of the
interE5tinll because even the
attributes
youth Cygnus who was the brother of Phaeunpleasant traits to the crow. The
thon. Phaethon, son of the sun
drives
the bird a raven. It states that
the chariot of the sun dangerously one
bird to
To save the world, Zeus hurls a thunderbolt
the
killing Phaethon. His body is lost in the river
to
Eridanus. Cygnus dives to recover his
of
for proper burial. He dives endlessly into the
ness. He said a serpent, a
which
river but futilely. Zeus takes pity on him. He
killed and
back, had attacked
transforms Cygnus the youth into a swan.
Apollo knew the story was untrue and banAt this pOint, explain to the group that the
ished all three forever to the
As
first three constellations they are seeing are
ment the crow sits next to the cup but never
ones they will be able to see for themselves
gets to drink from it. The constellations
in the real sky. Point out that the shape of
Crow,
and
are next to each other
the swan is baSically a cross. Point out the
in the
neck, the wings, and the tail. Mention that
Next, show a few slides of toucans. Point
this cross-shape is also an asterism called the
out the toucan's colorfulness and its unusual
Northern Cross. Interestingly, at Christmas
bill. Mention that the toucan is very
time, in the early evening, the Northern
using its bill. It can manipulate small berries
Cross seems to stand on the western horizon.
of its bill with ease. Also mention
at the
Then move to the constellation the
As you show a few slides
of real eagles, mention
that Benjamin Franklin
opposed the selection of
the eagle as the national
emblem of the United
States. He argued that it
was a bird of bad moral
character. He did not prevail (Figure 1). Today we
see the eagle as a common
symbol in our society.
Then show a slide of
Figure 1. Though called a bird
moral character
the Eagle constellation.
Franklin, the eagle is honored as our nation's
Mention again that this is
many other ways.
Planetarian
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that it is a rather noisy bird. Demonstrate its
some birdcalls.
noisiness
Then show the Toucan constellation. The
stars in the constellation are dim, but one
can point out that they resemble the
beak of the real toucan. Mention that the
real toucans have some
of
white. Then tell the group that this Toucan
constellation also has a very
of white - the SmalllHL'i'.'-IH".u\..Tell the group a few interesting facts about
this irregular
Next, show slides of the imaginary bird
called the phoenix. As you show them, tell
the group the legend of this mythical bird.
The myth said that the bird was brightly colored with red and gold feathers. It had a
beautiful voice. Its life span was 500 years. As
it neared the end of its years, it built a pyre,
lit it, and jumped into the fire. The flames
consumed it. Then, most
a new
bird would arise from the ashes.
Next, show the Phoenix constellation. It
lacks bright stars. It is interesting to note,
though, that supernovas are stars that are
somewhat similar to the mythical phoenix.
They shine for a long time, and then suddenly they brighten and explode. From the remnants new stars eventually form.
Next, show some pictures of cranes. Mention that their voices are extraordinarily
strong. Play some examples of their booming
voices. In addition, of course, comment on
their beauty. Then show the Crane constellation. The stars are faint, but you can show
that
resemble a bird in flight. The crane
flies with its long neck extended. You can
show that the stars somewhat capture that
feature of the real crane.
Pass over the other three constellations
with bird names more quickly. They are the
Dove, Peacock, and Bird of Paradise. The reason for passing over them more quickly is
that the actual star groups that represent
each bird are rather nondescript. To say that
the faint star patterns in these constellations
represent real birds calls for too much of a
stretch of the imagination. Yet, show the
constellations that represent these birds.
Mention that the dove is important as a
symbol of peace and that both the peacock
and bird of paradise are very colorful birds.
Then move on to nebulas that resemble
birds.
Tell the group that other celestial phenomena besides constellations have bird
names. Nebulas are one of these. Explain
briefly what a nebula is. The word means
"cloud," and just as we imagine shapes in
atmospheric clouds, astronomers imagine
shapes in nebulas. Then show a slide of the
Owl Nebula, M97. Follow it with a slide of a
real owl. Certainly, play some owl hoots.
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Next, show a slide of the Pelican Nebula.
Follow it with a slide of real
the
call of the American White Pelican. Next,
show a slide of the
Nebula, M16. Follow
it with a slide of a diving eagle. Next, show a
slide of the Swan Nebula. The Horsehead
Nebula is another of its names. Follow it
with a picture of a swan in flight.
Next, turn to a star cluster that has a bird
name. Tell the group that, while a gathering
of birds is a flock, we call a gathering of stars
a cluster. Then show a slide of the Wild Duck
star cluster, MH. The group will have to use
its imagination to see a connection between
the cluster and a wild duck. Show a slide of a
wild duck in flight to help everyone's imagination. Also, play the sound of wild ducks
quacking.
Next, point out some comparisons between birds and stars. Mention that both
birds and stars can vary greatly in size. Show
a few slides of birds such as wrens, hummingbirds, and ostriches to illustrate the variation

tion. Show a
of
which the Latin name
same
genus of a bird and the name of
lation. Show some slides of birds
lations to accompany your comments.
Then make this cOlmrJarilSOn h,ot-v""""""
the time, some just in certain seasons,
some we never see. Tell the group
are very similar to birds in that respect.
that some stars, such as those in
Little
are visible every
year. Other stars seem to H".,,"".H'Orion is most
absent from the 0'''''',..,'' .... "
site. It is prominent in the
summer, but it is absent in the
in winter. Other stars, like those
Southern Cross, are never visible to us
cause of where we live. Of course, the
of the earth and its orbit around
phl=no1me'na. The

some stars all the time, others
the time, and still others not at all.
Then make one more
between birds and stars, Tell the group
while everyone knows that some birds
emJallgt~re(J, not everyone is aware that stars
might be considered endangered too in
ferent sort of way.
a little about
a little

Figure 2. Ostrich is to birds as

is to stars?

in bird size (Figure 2). Then show some examples of red giants, super giants, and dwarf
stars. Comment briefly on what size differences signify about stars.
Then tell the group that stars have various
colors just as birds do. Show a few slides of
colorful birds. Then show the
of colors that stars may have. Comment briefly on
the relationship between star color and temperature.
Then turn to bird names. Mention that
besides common names, birds also have scientific names. The genus and species names
are Latin. For instance, the American Crow is
Corvus brachyrhynchos. Corvus is the genus
name of crows. The same word, Corvus, is
also the Latin name of the Crow constella-
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lessen the r\1"r,hl,oYYl
At this
you have reached
part of the show. In it, you will delmcmstrate
how to find some bird constellations and
stars in the real
the
of
year would be summer or fall.
group that to find the constellations
Swan and the
should go outdoors
about 45 minutes after sunset. Tell
stars will become visible.
of the very
stars will soon have the
of a
This
is
asterism whose name is the Summer TriSimulate this slow appearance
Summer
in the I-', ..... ' - c " u
Tell the group that the bri~ghitest
triangle is the famous star
the word means vul ture. Show
the second
star is Altair.
bl'lJ:!htest star in the Eagle constellation.
word comes from the Arabic word
The third
the
Deneb. It is in the constellation the

(Please see Birds on page 34)

This article """",,,,,,',,roc the
ria Is between the Planetarian

about astronomy education between
who come from all
world, and to support show
materials such as

OVf+,17V1aO

tarium
a year. While
many articles are also
titles and some articles include abstracts in
English.
three

Here are selected titles and abstracts
recent issues ofTwilight.

des in the Planetarian.)
A status report on the jPS uT",hn::lHP
PLANET:jPS mailing list

(Hiroko Takahashi)

(this issue also includes .-Io"",.;i.-,.t;",..,<,
The

music for Planetarium

On the "r.,r",,-i<Tl,t law for Planetarium music
A teacnmg program for the Leonid meteor
storm

Planetarium programs on the bases of
dren's various
(Dr. Yasuo
age.

My memory of the Akashi Planetarium
An official handbook of the Osaka Planetarium
jPS 1999
Leonids '99: Invitation to International joint
Observation by
Students

social education
which the curriculum of schools
The author puts
lrnnf',rrc.nr'p of
of the
tarium" in his lecture. He suggests
we should
children's various
tnlnKmg to prove educational effects of
the

(Shoichi
!toh)
jPS is one of the affiliate members of IPS.
IPS is for
who would like to
and creative. IPS
serves to prepare various occasions to
LC'-.HLllLjUC:> for
pro-
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Planetarium show "Wonder of space, wonder of
- for the
in which
the audience takes the initiative. (Mariko
Takahashi, Yamanashi Science Center)
At the
Theater in the Yamanashi
Science Center, a
program
"Wonder of space, wonder of
has

Museum)
We ~~~'n~'"rj.,'nrl

joint use of
in an
exhibition (Yoshiya Watanabe, Science
Museum of Osaka).
The joint use of
in
an exhibiton and the web-site at
Science Museum of Osaka is discussed.
In the article, some
about it
are
out. And then, I present
how to solve the ",..-"hlc>rY'"

Community Culture Center Planetarium)
In the
of 1999, we Llall:>IJla1.l
"The
of the 3rd Planet Orbit!! that
was made in the Hiratsuka Museum
Planetarium of Shiroi and
it. I
report the circumstances and
and the solutions of program C~UUJI,HUH
tation.
IPS Media Service
Montreal

the
We, 39 members,
Stella
Cruise at Black Sea
article would like to
Solaris. In
introduce our cruise and how we were
able to see the total solar
on the
The
process of this voyage is also mentioned.
the home country of star
travel to
(Shoichi Itoh,
Science Center)
The Greek
were
confrom mouth to mouth. Then
were collected and grew up from
to literature. For more
underst,anljirtg of constellation
ogy, I will introduce my travel to some
in Greece, such as
Rhodes,
Crete, Corinth, Mycenae, and Athens,
and their related
In this first article, I will tell about Thebae, the Kadmos' country, and
Oracles
like to
how
were done.

of the ]PS Education Section
Arai, Katsushika

Encounter with the 1999 Leonid Meteor
Storm (Shinsuke Abe, National

of select-

The Leonid MultHnstrument Aircraft
'>rro.-.."";Irn (Leonid MAC) is a NASA and
and inter-

tion with
road to knlowlf'(ke
meteors.

Museum)
rl"",rrill,+i"r."

Science Museum
We'll have the 9 th ]PS '"'-,LLII"'" at the
Gifu
Science Museum from
November 7-9. Information about our
museum, the
astronomical exhibitions, events, and
traffic access.

phenl)mlenOn, a meteor storm, for clues
of meteoroids,
cometary debris, and the emission proof N ovem ber 18,
cesses. On
1999, two aircraft took off on a mission
to rendezvous with the
storm since
19th century
sands of meteors per
Mediterranean Sea, these aircraft encountered the Leonid Meteor
from
km up,
about

(Shiomi
Center)
The ]PS

Rose Center

Let's go gazing the Northern
(Madoka Fukushima)
went to Alaska for the
first time to watch the
Northern
in 1990.
Then, I was enchanted
Aurora and now I
have gone to Alaska and
Finland 11 times. Here, I
the latest information about the Aurora
and many
about travto the areas
hUlll\Cl'-U

onmy

Science Center)

(Astra-Quark cou rtesy

Spark the imagination
af audiences with dazzling
astronamical effects and shows.

An animation from the
astronomical library.

An animation from a
constellation show.

Omniscan works perfedly with all forms of
starfield and special effects proiedion systems.

For more informotion coil 1-800-952-7374 or 407 -859-8166
You can also visit our website at www.av-imagineering.com

ON THE HORIZON AT GOTO:

A New Projector for 8·12 Meter Domes!
For perhaps the first time in planetarium history. a projector is being designed by and for
the person who will actually use it ... the planetarium professional! In planetarium
conference focus groups throughout 2000, participants suggested hundreds of innovative
features for our new 8 · 12 meter (26·40 foot ) dome projector.

?
•
• For Dome Diameter : 8-12 meters (26 -40 feet)
• Typica l Sea ting : 50-160
• Small projector body length: 1 meter
• Precision lens, optically projected sky, 8500 stars to magnitude 6.5.
' Independently controllable Sun, Moon, and Planets bring unprecedented flexibility to
school and university sized domes for the first time.
· More than 24 individual constellation outline projectors, aI/linked with diurnal,
heading and latitude motions,
• All lamps are long life, commonly available, inexpensive, halogen lamps,
• VERY competitive pricing!

Delivery Begins March 2002! Order Now!
*These specl11catlons are subject to change.

GOlD OPTICAL MFG. CO
4·16. YAZAKI·CHO. FUCHU·SHI.TOKYO 183·8530.
JAPAN
TEL : (81) 42·362·5312 FAX· (81142 · 361 · 9571
URL http I/ www g010 cO_IP
E·mall ' lnlo2 0 golo. cO.IP

In Ihe USA :

Mr. Ken Miller

Goto USA Li.l son

1525 BeI""Ce Street. ~ HI968 17
T". ~"" Ir<>m ItIR USA 8M • .... 7 · seoo

FAX 908·f\47 · S850
E ....... !,IOIOUI-IOONrll'irl<nel

JOIN THE GROWING FAMILY OF

SPITZ

DIGITAL THEATERS

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN PRODUCT DEVELOPMEN T · lD ELECTRICSKY
THEATERS · PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE TO HUNDREDS OF
SITES ANNUALLY · THEATER DESIGN SERV ICES · BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

BRIS

L

NATItmAL SPAC E CENTRE . Le iCESTER. UK

BIRMIN
GLASGOW SCIENCE CENTRE. SCOlLAHO

c

A DRI

PHIL DE
THE FRA-NKLIN INSTITUTE , PHILADELPHIA. USA

www.spilzinc.comP.O.BoxI98.ChaddsFord. PAI9317 USA 610.459.5200

Mobl
Netwo
Susan Reynolds Button
OCM BOCES Planetarium
PO
Syracuse, New

USA
315-433-2671
315-432-4523
sbutton@ocmboces.org
PIPS Meetings:
By the time you read this, a two-day meeting of Powerful Interactive Planetarium
Systems (PIPS) will have been held on Friday
and Saturday, September 14 and 15 .. Typically planetarians who are working either
full or part time in a small or portable planetarium do not attend regional or international meetings. This mini-conference was
planned so teachers only needed to miss one
day of school and their only costs were for
travel, room and dinner! This meeting was
planned to be two days, instead of the usual
one, and several workshops were planned
ahead of time. A Plato grant from NASA provided funding for this meeting along with support from Learning Technologies, Inc., and
O.CM. B.O.CE.S. I will report more details

about this conference in the December column.
The next meeting will be held in june.
Mark your calendar now! On june 14-15,
2002 we plan to meet in at the Maryvale
Planetarium in Buffalo, New York. Kathy
Michaels will host this second two-day PIPS
meeting. Workshops will be held under her
20-foot stationary dome, with a Spitz Nova,
and in a Starlab. Look for more information
in this column as details are finalized.
Think about planning a meeting at your
location. Call or write if you would like help
in planning a mini-conference for small and
portable planetarians in your area.

American in Italy Contest:
People ask, "Why do you only report on
an American/Italy exchange?" The answer is,
I know of no other exchange between countries at this time. If you want to try the same
kind of contest with students in your coun-
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try taught by teachers in another, contact
Loris Ramponi and find out how he set it
Then, let me know and I will publish news
about it regularly!
Each year Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory (Lumezzane/Brescia), in collaboration with the IPS Mobile Planetarium Committee and with the support of Learning
Technologies, Inc., hosts an American Planetarium Operator who presents lessons in
English with the itinerant planetarium
Starlab to high school students of English.
Transportation from the United States is provided, along with bed and some meals from
Monday to Sunday.
This is the list of participants to date:
1995 Susan Reynolds (OCM BOCES Planetarium, Syracuse, New York)
1996 jeanne E. Bishop (Westlake School
Planetarium, Ohio)
1997 Jerry Vinski (Planetarium of the Raritan Valley Community College,
New jersey)
1998 Dee Wanger (Discovery Center Science Museum, Fort Collins, Colorado)
1999 April Whitt (Fernbank Science Center, Atlanta, Georgia)
2000 Raymond Shubinski (East Kentucky
Center for MST, Prestonsburg, Kentucky)
Each participant felt it was an excellent
adventure and they represented well the
community of Starlab educators. If you are a
qual ified and talen ted indi vidual who
resides in the USA and works with Starlab,
please complete the application which follows and send it to me by March IS, 2002.
Here are some tips for a successful contest
entry:
• Make sure that you emphasize your experience with Starlab (Learning Technologies, Inc. wants you to represent their product well).
• Send an audiotape of a "live" lesson. (Loris
Ramponi, the Italian host for this adventure, wants to hear the way that you interact with students.)
.. Provide a script of your lesson, a list of specialized vocabulary, and copies of any
materials you will use in a pre or post planetarium lesson activity. (This gives students a chance to learn more English
words as well as more science. If they have
these materials before you arrive they can
practice and be prepared to learn more.
This also makes it easier for you to feel free
to adlib a bit and not have to quote your
script word for word. They will get the
ideas more quickly and be able to respond
more freely.)
Make sure you include some Native American mythology as part of your lesson.

Planetarian

(The Italian
sen ted some
at info@serafinozanLit and get
tion about what
and
already been
in the past and/or
what he would like to see in your lessons.)
.. Get your
in on time. (I need to
send copies of all
to Jane
Sadler and Loris
with them to
a winner. This takes
time and you need to know if you won
before school lets out so you can make
plans for October.)
Apply more than once. (If you are not
selected -- try, try
Ask for comments
a bout
you were not
and
what you can do to make your next
cation better. You can do it and
will
you help!)
So, don't
ning and
your
soon as you get back to
with students
in the fall, start
and then pick the best tape to send to me
March 15 111 • This is a golden opportunity;
don't let it pass you

Portable

2001:
Sharon Mendonsa (Sudekum Planetarium,
Cumberland Science Museum) and I decided
to join forces this year to conduct a workshop at the SEPA/GLPA Conference. Sharon
has been successful in
interest and
attendance for this kind of
at
SEPA conference each year. She
sends me the minutes of the
publication in the Planetarian "Mobile News
Network" column. This year we
in
writing a report that will be included in the
December column.

in
Please send cards and letters, or e-mail,
with news of what you are
and tips for
helping others in your profession so that I
can share your ideas and concerns with
portable planetarium
around the
world.

The application for "A
in the North
Italy"
appears on the following two
pages.
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lesson at either a basic or an advanced level. Some classes are
interested but do not know a lot about astronomy and others
Most of the students have
have studied astronomy in
to four years of English and will understand the
speak slowly, clearly and
have a
sense
humor and
the usual excitement about
activity. (It is not necessary for every student to have
star wheel or map in their hands, for this activity.) You could also
explain how it is the" American
materials to
duce a lesson. Relax and use a fluid
it
not
extremely technical.
JV,U'-UU"hl

Each year Serafino Zani Astronomical n ...""..1...'!:8i'-n1''U G..ur;ne:1zalrle/
Brescia), in collaboration with the 1PS Mobile Planetarium Committee and with the support of
Inc., will host an
American Planetarium Operator who presents lessons in English with
the itinerant planetarium Starlab to high school students of English.
Transportation from the United States will be provided, along with
bed and meals from Monday to Sunday (lunch and dinner Saturday
and Sunday, on your own).

If you feel comfortable about it,
you could make
presentation each
to the student
could show a few slides about your
dents in America. (This is not a UW'H~'UC'J'

The program for the week is as follows:

Monday, October 21:

Morning:
Afternoon:

Morning:
Afternoon:
Wednesday, October 23: Morning:
Afternoon:
Morning:
Thursday, October 24:
Afternoon:

October 22:

October2S:

Morning:
Afternoon:

Evening:

Arrival
Visit astronomical facilities in Lumezzane and
Lumezzane Observatory
Present lessons in a school
Free time
Present lessons in a school
Free time
Present lessons in a school
Present workshop for
teachers
Present lessons in a school
Free time to visit the city
of Brescia and astronomical sites of the city
Give presentation about
mythology to the general
public in the Lumezzane
Planetarium

October 26-0ctober 27: Free time for touring Venice, other cities
and/or other Italian planetaria
Monday, October 28:

Departure for USA

During the afternoons there are no other engagements,
opportunity for touring the locale and
cities.
very rich in the public astronomy field with the Serafino
the Eureka
nomical Observatory, four small
Center and the National Archive of Planetaria. Brescia Province
very interesting for its natural
and
three lakes
for prehistoric age stone
Immost important
portant artistic cities, such as Verona and Venice, are
and
be reached by
a one or two-hour train ride.

'-<U"U'LLL"an.

Eureka Astronomical Center: Annual workshop for teachers and
operators.
This workshop is advertised at the national level. The presenter
demonstrate the versatility of the Starlab planetarium and all
cylinders. During the workshop for teachers you will demonstrate
how to set up and use a Starlab dome and projector and demonstrate
planet and moon
as weB as all the available
We
encourage you to also share any other exoeinen02S
while teaching astronomy to students. The
are people who are interested in learning how to make c>v.~;+:irl<T
effective
Starlab.
this lATr,r17C'h"Yn
Friday evening you could show a few slides about your
your work with students.
nrt,,,,,,!n+C1ltir.n of Native American (or
other cultures such as African or Chinese)
and constellations for the gen-

From Tuesday to Friday: Starlab lessons in a secondary school.
There will be no more than four lessons every morning for a total of
four each day. Each lesson will be at least 60 minutes in length and
can be about traditional topics for planetaria such as: daily motion,
orienteering, latitude motion, solstice and equinox, constellations,
and so on. Or, the non-astronomical Starlab cylinders can be utilized
for a lesson about such topiCS as: biology, tectonics, geography, ocean
currents or meteorology. A classical night sky presentation on mythology is very popular. The final part of the lesson could be dedicated
to Native American mythology by using the related Starlab cylinder.
The morning astronomical lessons may be in Brescia or another nearby City. All lessons and presentations will be conducted in the American language. A preliminary text (or photocopy from a book) of the
lesson is required, along with a
of vocabulary words, so
teachers will have ample time to work with their students before the
Starlab experience. It is important for the students to learn new
words, such as those used in mythology. Be prepared to teach the
18

The presenter will
an introduction with slides, about his/her
experiences in the diffusion of astronomy in the United States, and
then make a presentation inside Starlab.

Cullminating Documentation:
We request a final report be written
the American teacher
will include the text of the High School lesson, comments from
students and impressions of the experience.
Inc. will pay for your airfare when you submit a copy of your final
report to them along with a copy of your ticket
cost of your flight.
<A.<H!jlUl'.

For other information and/or to receive the reports about American
Lessons with Italian Students, written
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Susan Reynolds Button

-or-

IPS Portable Planetarium Committee
OCM BOCES Planetarium
6820 Thompson Road, PO Box 4754
Syracuse, New York 13221, USA
Phone:
(315) 433-2671
(315) 432-4523
Fax:
sbu tton@ocmboces.org
e-mail:

Osservatorio Astronomico Serafino Zani
c/o Centro studi e ricerche Serafino Zani
Via Bosca 24 - c.P. 104
25066 Lumezzane (BS), ITALY
Fax:
30 87 25 45
e-mail:
info@serafinozani.it

LorisRamponi

A WEEK IN THE NORTH OF ITALY
2002 Application Form
Name:

Address: _________________________________________________________________

Fax:

Phone:

e-mail:

Age:

Profession:

Experience:

Please enclose a resume/curriculum vitae and a live tape-recorded lesson as you present it to students.
(These items will not be returned. The taped lesson will be placed in a public domain file for students and
teachers.) Please use the standard size audio and/or videocassette, not a mini-cassette.

Proposed Text:

Specify your proposals for the morning lessons, Thursday workshop and Friday public presentation.
Enclose text and glossary.

Other Comments: _____________________________________________

Send this application form and supporting materials before March 15,2002 to:

Susan Reynolds Button
International Planetarium Society
Portable Planetarium Committee
OCM BOCES Planetarium
PO Box 4754
Syracuse, NY 13221
Vol. 30, No.3, September 2001
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of the images it offers.
is
Atlas Coelestis
are in the obscure Toolbook format that
makes them difficult to use in other
tions. Furthermore, most images are available
one or two levels of resolution.
neither level shows more than hints of
the great detail that exists in the
(or
even other
of these star maps
charts.

Vernal or autumnal,
whether your
be~~lnnlrlgschoolprc)grclmlnirlg

for
the season. If

"~"~""M

out stargazing,
reviewed
you indoors? Browse

'-'<A'JHw"'~'" of the books
and software, and the reviewers who
you this column: Richard Dreiser,
Fairall,
Johnson, John
and Ken
Wilson.

Atlas Coelestis. CD-ROM
for Windows computers
~)1998
Davide
Neri, Via Salvini, 8-40127-

Ken Wilson, Science Museum
Richmond,
USA.
and tascinlating
images from
historic past are
those of ancient
and star maps.
Davide Neri has
almost SOO of
images for his CD-ROM, Atlas Caeiestis.
of
'book
CD-ROM'
than a computer program Atlas Coelestis contains images from such famous pubhcatio11S
as
Uranometria and Flamsteed's Atlas
Coelestus. The images are
brief text sections rl~,c~r; hi~~
celestial r.,'·+r.'rTr·',...,h,u

the text and images is
now, very familiar click on
word to go to that
or
of the
links,
to this disk and differs a
however, is
bit from the web browser formats that we're
all getting used to these
For any CD-ROM such as this one, the
and utilLlU\JU"'"

ancient star ma
and
are one
your areas
might want
of
to
to
your collection,"

nineteenth century as
they were,
to the status of little more
min." (page
two).
Shortly after
of
eth century, Edwin Hubble made two

observations
r>n"e,r'erC busied themselves
gy and the
the
interest in the
system.
in the last three

text of Atlas

it is
from a 'not
shows odd grammar
pf()te~)Sl(m211 translation. This lack of
would
many of us from
it
K-12 schools due to
mixed message
students about the
grammar. Other weak points
are the lack of references for the historical
information or a bitlliolgr,lPtlV
On the
side, this CD-ROM loaded
on my Windows 2000
machine, even
the ac,rornr1arlvin
instructions
mention Windows 3.1 or
Windows 9S installations.
If ancient star maps and charts
of
your areas of interest, you
add
Atlas Caelestis to your collection. Just don't
set your
too
image resolution and utility isn't
where
expect it to be.

asteroids can
tern,
very
Earth's Moon.
1978, evidence
to accumulate that would

oids

Asteroids: A
Peebles, Smithsonian
bon Press, P. O. Box 960
don,
20172-0960, 1800-782-4612, 2000, ISBN
56098-389-2, hard cover, 280pages, U5$29.95.
Reviewed
Richard Dreiser, Yerkes Observatory, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, USA.
In his brief Introduction to Asteroids,
Peebles states
that the intent of the
book is to discuss the
of the asteroids
and what we know about them. "Two hundred years ago humans did not even know
that asteroids even existed. Human ideas
about the asteroids have

been discovered. There was no
way to ten the size of
suggestion
there
the same orbit.
1809 a method had been rlc:n,.:>I/.n,::,,-i

that the asteroids were

By the 1890s, over 300 asteroids had been
discovered, and, with the advent of
to astronomy, thousands
more would be.
to appear in
Asteroids
than between Mars and Jupiter.
groups of asteroids apart in
between the Kirkwood
and CTcd-hor",r!
others together. Asteroids moved in stable
orbits ahead of Mars as well as behind.

"Two hundred years ago
humans did not even know
that asteroids even existed.
Human ideas about the
asteroids have changed significantly in that time."
As more asteroids continued to be discovered, astronomers rl;o'\l;ollnr,;on
and num beri ng systems.
were
made to actually measure the sizes of the
larger asteroids. Peebles blunders
when he says, "In 1894, E.E. Barnard used the
36-inch and 40-inch refractors at the Lick
and Yerkes Observatories to measure the size
of the first four asteroids" (page 26, paraone). Yerkes
was not
r{\,rnr\l;olc;on until 1897; Peebles' date may be
wrong, or, more
Barnard did the work
at Yerkes later.
By 1918, the idea of distinct asteroid families became
Peebles does an excellent
the differences and similarities among
diverse groups.
Hubble's revolution,
By 1935,
fewer and fewer astronomers bothered to try
discovering or
asteroids. This was
also at least in part because of Percival Lowell's
and unwarranted claims
that life exists on Mars. "As within the astronomical community the Lowell Observatory became an outcast, planetary astronomy went into a great decline, and the amateurs role in astronomy ended."
28,
paragraph two). At least for the time
Not until well after the Second World War
would astronomers come to be interested
again in the "vermin of the skies" The development of the photomultiplier tube and the
use of computers revolutionized astronomy
beginning in the 1950s.
"In 1971, [Torn] Gehrels
the first
asteroid conference in Tucson, Arizona.
There were about 140
at the
chemists, and
oid studies" (page 32, Oal'a\lrao,n
"Based on observations and theoretical

Vol.

calculations, the
of a nllrnl.. ;or
oids
been determined
19905," (page 36, par,agr,lph
tivities.
At least six major films and a
made-for-TV movies have
awakened
awareness to, at least, the noter1tl,:i1
asteroids
Earth. This book
be
for anyone twelve or
alleviate unwarranted fears of
but open our eyes to the
of a cosmic strike.

Observing, The Astronomical Tourist,
Coe, Patrick Moore's Practical
Astronomy Series,
New York, Inc. 175
Avenue, New York, NY 10010,
800-777 -4643,
85233-627-7, paper cover, 373pages, $34.95.
Richard Dreiser, Yerkes ObserReviewed
vatory, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, USA
1I1C,QYlIIna

The Astronomical Tour-

of
binoculars.
R. Coe is a pnKticed
the
tions near his home in Arizona for
twenty years. He notes that
Observing is
not intended for
In the introduction, he states, for
"There is very little information on
"",'n,.. ;o" to
these
'>C'-_I_"''-U

'n"''-UHU;'

Lf'-l';ULlJLLC>.

HhHUU'-L,

18 suggests a way of
if an astronomy book is worth

which in itself could save an amateur
orner quite a lot of money on useless books:
"Look at the table of contents
introduction to see if the author is rn""71,riirHT
information you
find
Look
the index and see you can
find subjects
Find a
that you
know well and read these pages to
how
[f the book passes all these tests,
of consideration," (page
pal~agraplh two).
you
know "At-nll'-"1' about: does
do a
job explairling
you think
to be included; is it
LAfJ"Ull1'-U.

You'll see photographs of home made and
store-bought telescopes, including just about
the largest mobile telescope I've ever seen (a
36-inch fl5 monster). Apparently, amateur
astronomers who own and use one-meter
diameter telescopes have been around for
some time. As one who works at an observatory with two 40-inch telescopes, I'm astonished.
One definitely feels the author and his
friends have painstakingly gathered all the
informa tion personall y, from years of
observing. I recommend the book highly ...
but let's get that index in future editions!

Stars & Planets, 3rd edition, Ian
Ridpath and Wil Tirion, Princeton University Press, 41 William
Street, Princeton, New jersey,
08540 USA, 2001. 400 pages softbound. ISBN 0-691-08913-2.
US$19.95.

Reviewed by john Mosley, Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles, California, USA.
In the September 1999 issue of the Planetarian I reviewed the book The Monthly Sky
Guide by Ian Ridpath and Wil Tirion, published by the Cambridge University Press. I
enthusiastically endorsed the slim volume as
an essential sky guide for novice astronomers that should have a place in every planetarium bookstore. Now, on this side of the
ocean, the Princeton University Press has
released the 3rd edition of by the Ridpath
/Tirion team of Stars and Planets. At an even
400 pages it is a first-class pocket field guide
to the sky and it too belongs in every planetarium gift shop.

it is a first-class pocket
field guide to the sky and it
too belongs in every planetarium gift shop."
Stars and Planets is a heavily-illustrated
introductory astronomy text and a field
guide with abundant maps and charts. The
text sections, which fill 150 pages, summarize
nicely what is known about each planet, the
sun and moon, stars, the Milky Way, galaxies, and telescopes, with abundant side-bars,
and it is a very readable up-to-date review of
basic astronomy.
The heart of the book is a concise observer's guide to the sky. Two charts show the
entire sky, 12 double-page charts show
monthly views, and 88 charts detail each
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constellation. The charts, by Wi! Tirion, are
what we would expect of this master of
celestial cartography; they are uncluttered,
easy to read, and compress many (but not
too many!) objects in a small space. White
stars and lines appear on a light blue background with lettering in black. The key is at
the bottom of each page. Their appearance is
much better than Tirion's crowded b/w
charts which appear in the Peterson Field
Guide Stars and Planets and infinitely better
than dense photographs of the sky that have
appeared elsewhere.
Descriptions of interesting objects for
binoculars and small telescopes accompany
the charts, and the text and charts combined
fill 240 pages. Two random examples from
Cassiopeia on page 108 are:
I/ w Cas, 1h 26m +68,r, 193 l.y. away, is a
mag. 4.7 orange giant star with a wide 9 11 '_
mag. companion visible in a small telescope.
High powers reveal that this companion is
itself a close binary."
I/M52 (NGC7634l, 23h 24m +61.6°, is an
open cluster of about 100 stars, 5200
away, visible as a misty patch in binoculars.
It is somewhat kidney-shaped, with an 8 11 'mag. orange star embedded at one edge, like
a poorer version of the celebrated Wild Duck
Cluster (MIl in Scutum). M52 can be resolved
into stars with 75mm aperture."
Twelve pages of graphiCS are devoted to
the moon (6 Tirion maps and 6 photos of the
matching areas), plus photographs. The planets paths among the stars are plotted, but
through 2005 only. This is my only criticism
of the book - at the cost of a few extra pages
the planets should have been shown
through at least 2010 or 2015.
It's a very nicely produced book, and I
may carry it myself on my next vacation
when my only star-gazing eqUipment is
binoculars.

Sky Atlas 2000.0 Companion,
2nd Edition, by Robert A.
Strong and Roger W. Sinnott,
Sky Publishing Corporation, 49
Bay State Road, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 02138, USA, 1800-253-0245, 2000, paperback,
ISBN 0-933348-95-6, US$29.95.

Reviewed by Terry johnson, Conway, Arkansas, USA.
I have always heard that with a good map,
you can go wherever you want. With a good
sky atlas then, you would expect to be able
to find your way to any place in the night
sky. But how many times have you been out
with your atlas of choice and wished you
could quickly reference more information
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about a particular open cluster or reflection
nebula - information that most sky atlases
do not index very well or sometimes
out altogether? Even with a great map,
Wil Tirion's
Atlas 2000.0, I often
knew more about the area I had wandered
into without
to look it up later.
Sky Atlas 2000.0
fills that gap
beautifully. A comprehensive
2,700 star clusters, nebulae, and
ted in Sky Atlas 2000.0, 2ml edition,
provides useful information such as
type, celestial coordinates,
apparent brightness, and distance. A
tive paragraph
each entry,
including comments
renowned observers
for many of the better-known objects.
The book is laid out quite
objects listed in alphabetical order (M45 is
listed before Pleiades) and
order of
Atlas 2000.0 chart number. Each
cross-referenced to all common names for
which it might be known, making any entry
only two page flips away. There seems to be
no real logic to which name the authors
chose to associate the information, however.
For instance, the description for M45 is listed
under Pleiades, but you'll find the
tion for the eat's
Nebula under NGC
6543. Still, the fact that each of these names
is listed in the main riir'Q,..,1'f'orH
much easier to find than in some ~~ ..U~h~'~V
I have used. The print is large
comfortably and there is a nice primer
front, but I would hesitate
it out in
the open at night since the dew will ruin
pages.

"Carry it along to star
ties for a quick reference or
use it while planning an
evening of serious observing.
Either way, this book promises to be usefu I every time
you want to look at something new."

Sky Atlas 2000.0 Companion is meant to
work in conjunction with Wi! Tirion's
Atlas 2000.0, but I found the information
within capable of standing on its own. You
can use it with any set of star maps to
your way to the objects or with a computerit
controlled drive.
for a quick reference or use it while ni-::.nr"'YHT
an evening of serious
Either way,
this book promises to be useful every
you want to look at something new.

Vol.

Between Inner Space and Outer
Space, by John D. Barrow, Ox-

ford University Press, Great
Clarendon Street, Oxford OX2
6DP, U.K., 300 pages, hardcover,
ISBN 0-19-850254-0, U5$30.00.
Reviewed by Tony Fairall, Department of
Astronomy, University of Cape Town, and
Planetarium, South African Museum, Cape
Town, South Africa.
John Barrow is professor of astronomy
and director of the astronomy Centre at the
University of Sussex. He enjoys a reputation,
as both a researcher in cosmology, and as a
populariser of the subject. Suffice to say that
he has in the past been summoned to Downing Street to brief the British cabinet on matters cosmological. He has authored a number
of books.
The present work is a collection of his
essays. They appeared, over the past twenty
years, as articles in news journals such as The
Observel~ The Times Higher Education Supplement and The Daily Telegraph (all being

amongst the most respected icons of British
journalism). There are 42 essays in all, which
the author has organised into ten sections,
and for each he provides an introductory
commentary. Some of the essays are reviews
of new books, but set in an essay format,
with ample background provided and
amplified.

"This is quality reading, but
not necessarily light going.
The author analyses and
questions modern developments in physics and cosmology, with a great deal of
philosophy thrown in."

follow. But this is not to distract from the
obvious brilliance of the texts. There are also
plenty of stories, analogies and entertaining
quotes to lighten the way. Some are real
gems, like 'time being God's way of stopping
everything from happening at once.' Ingram
Pinn's delightful cartoons also provide light
relief.
Much of the text is explanatory in nature.
Inevitably, as each essay was written as a
'stand alone', there is considerable repetition
when reading cover to cover, though given
the complexity of the topics, that is often
not a bad thing.
The book starts by looking at science writing, giving advice and discussing the matters
such as the use of analogies. It then moves on
to life in the universe, showing inter alia how living creatures and DNA molecules all
fit on a linear relationship of logarithmic
mass and size with stars, galaxies and even
the observable universe. Then on to theories
of everything, the great hope of phYSicists in
unifying the way nature works. After which
"Why is the universe mathematical?", an
assessment of the success mathematics has
scored in understanding its ways. From there
to philosophical discussions of simplicity
and complexity.
Art and music follow as a pleasant diversion, with delightful titles such as the
"Survival of the Artiest". Then back into cosmology for the nature of time. Interpretations of the quantum theory perhaps provide the greatest philosophical challenge,
and, not surprisingly, religion and science
follow. The book ends with cosmology, with
articles on the geometry of space and the
interpretations of what the COBE satellite
revealed.
A lot of ground is covered. It is a book for
those with serious interests in
and the theories of physics.

The Observational Amateur
Astronomer, Patrick Moore, edi-

This is quality reading, but not necessarily
light going. The author analyses and questions modern developments in physics and
cosmology, with a great deal of philosophy
thrown in. It is an assessment of our current
knowledge and the ongoing search for better
and better theories to describe nature, as
things stand at the close of the 20 th century.
The intellectual standards are set high,
both those of the author and those expected
of the reader. This is not an easy-read insight
into cosmology, as the cartoon of the front
cover might initially suggest. I often found
sentences long and needed to read them a
second time to get the meaning. Some of the
arguments needed a lot of concentration to

tor, Springer-Verlag New York,
Inc. 175 Fifth Avenue, New
York, NY 10010, 1-800-777-4643,
http://www .spri ngeLco.uk,
1995, paperback, $24.95.
Reviewed by Richard Dreiser, Yerkes
Observatory, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, USA.
Eighteen amateur and professional astronomers, including Sir Patrick Moore, are
brought together in this, the third of sixteen
titles in the Practical Astronomy Series,
which includes Deep Sky Observing by
Stephen R. Coe (see review above).
For centuries, amateur and professional
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astronomers . . . "".,C'''
verse. Spurred on
ers' discoveries
are island universes
far beyond the realm of the
universe is
stars burn by
fusion, etc.)
astronomers for a
time abandoned the
solar system with its ho-hum Sun and
bigger
technologies (photographic film, image tube
multipliers, and
devices)
along with new ways of observing the universe (infrared, radio, and ultraviolet detectors) provided professionals with ways of
gathering hundreds of times more information than with traditional methods,
in
less time. Computers
the means to
reduce or
the data.
Astronomers once spent hours
through
their eyes and
brain to remember and interpret
clear images. The best astronomers trained
themselves,
skills and
the ability to sketch what
could not capture. Edward E. Barnard at Lick
and Yerkes Observatories sketched real
Martian volcanoes in their proper
years before
confirmed the same
details.
Improved,
and larger teleSI:'Olnes
would eventually become available to mere
amateurs, but amateurs never quite abandoned methods once common to all
astronomers.
So, here is The Observational Amateur
Astronomer,
with the intent of elevating amateur methods. Here in first
ter, one learns how to
observe the Sun
in visible light. Chapter two
how to
observe in h-alpha. Eclipses, lunar and solar,
make up chapter three. Chapter four covers
the Moon in depth, and the next five
ters
information for
planets Mercury th,r",lfTh
ty of good advice.
By joining an organization "such as the
British Astronomical Associa tion or the
Association of Lunar and
Observers," the amateur's results may be combined
with those of other observers, the authors
note.
About a dozen pages are devoted to the
asteroids, from locating them to
their light curves and
shapes and rotations. That the size and
of an asteroid can be determined when an
asteroid occults (eclipses) a star never ceases
to fill me with astonishment. "Occultations
provides the most precise information about
the about the sizes and
of asteroids,"
(page 136, paragraph 6).
Accurate predictions are
hours before such an event. Amateurs rush
V

the occultation. Since most
are
down to
observatories, this is
_'VIHL''''"'A 1 think that
groups of amateurs have ~·Hn~~n'-nrl

"The
Amateur
Astronomer is the best
overall
to
varieties
ng that
ever come across.
devoted to meteors, sudden
the
Here, amateur
observations may prove valuable,
visual watches to determine meteor rates. "The
of visual meteor
ting, a mainstay of amateur work up to the
1950s, has now been abandoned in view of

eleven covers comets, those
which nevertheless,
seem to result a dozen or so "comets of the
about everyone hundred
"Around twenty comets are
discovered or recorded each year; of these,
four will come within the range of amateur
instruments," (page 159,
one).
Once or twice a decade we may be treated to
naked eye comets (for instance Iras-Irakiand Linear in
Alcock,
the last twenty years). The
includes
information for
observers, with useful
f-~r,,. .... ,~h;~'T and hunting
and
lunar occultations, while ,...h~~·~n~
covers two
uncommon atmoeffects, a urora and noctil ucen t
information on
clouds. There is
aurora and the
of data and
statistics on Noctilucent Clouds (NLC) is
almost
in the hands of amateurs ... "
(page 205, t--'U'~f',H't--'U three). In this
find excellent SUJ;;gE:stl:orIS on how to
observe and record both auroral and NLC
fourteen covers variable stars. As

addresses of

a

Vl!"Ul.UL<<Ll'Jl!J

"Most novae are
proportion

rhcrr.\T",l·"'''

dozens of satellites visible
at the
above.com.
The Observational Amateur

the best overall
to the varieties of
teur
that I've ever
Not all amateur astronomers started as
teurs.
come hooked on astronomy
this book. It is intended for
amateurs who can
time
those from whom major rlic,('",rDr_
ies will continue to be

teIE~ScIDPE~S

with your fixed
school &
outreach
hands-on education
workshops
events

$
$

for:

training programs
multicultural education
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As I write this in
is
to Mars in terms of its 200the Red Planet still shines

it even more
difficult to make out features for northernhemisphere dwellers who must
look
too much of our own ,>+r..-.r.cr.lhc"eo
view. (Can we hear the Marsdwellers
But if all continues to go well, the spacecraft is now less than a month, as you read,
from its destination, and there may be more
news from Mars once the craft settles into its
work orbit. Let's
the Mars jinx stays
away.
In the meantime, it's not too late - it's
never too late to indulge ourselves in Mars
accouterments, a few more of which lead off
this quarter's column.

If you've a mind to run a good, basic Mars

show, you can't do better than Loch Ness
Productions' new,
updated, re-rendered Mars program called "MarsQuest," inin,.,,,rt11 rQrt in partnershi p wi th the
Science Institute of Boulder, Colorado
USA to complement the Institute's National
Science Foundation-funded exhibit of the
same name. It's now available
from the exhibit for planetariums in
and it's a fine show indeed to have in your
arsenal.
The program is
to succeed Loch
Ness'
program "The Mars Show" produced in 1988, and
how much
has
since then in the field of
CrrHlC',.u and speculation, the
11r\rt'l·~ort version is most welcome. The show
retains some of the elements of the original
the fanciful historical beginshow,
ning
intact, and the feel and
of
the fanciful
stili present but with
much new
and
In between
lies
redone territory, with a current
of the planet as we know it from past

and recen t space missions. The program
makes excellent use of images and HuuU'h'"
from the Hubble
and the
Pathfinder, and Mars Global Surveyor missions, interweaving them in many
cases
with original art) to tell a seamless story of our
of
the planet, and
evidence that its
fTc>{,lnfT,r past was more similar to Earth than
- and was laced with
water besides. The Martian meteorites and
their tantalizing if controversial evidence
that microbial life may once have arisen on
the Red Planet - are not forgotten and are
handled very appropriately.
I've had an opportunity to review the
show
and found myself as impressed with the new show as I was with the old.
The imagery is mostly new and very current,
the writing is crisp and well-suited to the elegant narration of Patrick Stewart
Picard of Star Trek: The Next Generation), and the pleasing musical score is similar
to the original show and
the
other audiovisual elements very well. I'm
among those who think that the
program is one of the best things Loch Ness
has produced, and the new program is a worthy successor. Even if you have the
the new show is worth getting to give your
audiences the very latest view of this most
fascinating of the other planets, in a decidedly pleasant and profeSSionally-done I-'CH_l\.CJl}';C.
I give it four stars.
The cost of "MarsQuest" is $1,995 U.S. and
includes the soundtrack (in most any format
you can envision), script,
300 individual slides and 21 "multi-images" (read
pans), extensive production notes, and a
video to
you a sense of how the Nessies
recommend you present it to best effect.
more (and complete) information,
a copy of the licensing agreement, check out
the Nessie web site at <www.Jochness.com
/shows/mq/mq.html>.
Even as Mars recedes and fades, the
the continuing work of Mars
and continued rants over
the Martian meteorites should keep the Red
Planet in the news and your audiences receptive. Check out this program; it's a
Mars fix.

sets, posters, and other items.
The

In recent months
ment of interesting book
new, but new to me, and
as well.

stories to introduce environmental rr"-.,-.o,r...,",,
and activities for children.
recent volume, Native American stories
troduce concepts and ideas about
and the
For
story
Seven Star Dancers who became the
and the Dine
story of
of the moon lead to discussions of

But there's also an Anishinabe
story about how
introduces the notion
nal animal
and the sensory
and proposes activities such as "hCC>l'uinl1
animal behavior and
walk at
to
how

COlTl<:n<TlnifT

Mars Items
The latest edition of the
of the
Astronomical
of the Pacific (ASP),
390 Ashton Avenue, San Francisco, California 94112 USA, telephone 1-800-335-2624 (+1415337-2624 outside the U.S.), fax +1-415-841adds some
new Mars
a new edition of
its Mars Globe, 12 inches (30.5 cm) in diameter and
140 names of features. The
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Facts
Carole Stott and Clint
(ISBN 1-56458-892-0) from DK
Inc., 1230
Quaker
Tennessee 37186 USA, TP'l>nnn,nl>

3362, web site <www.dk.com>. is a pocketsized book filled with useful bits of information on the universe, including galaxies,
stars, the solar system, a bit of history, and a
bit on how we study space. It's very nicely
illustrated and concisely written at a popular
language level, and makes a good layman's
reference.
Alas, any book copyrighted in 1995 is
bound to have a bit of a currentness problem
in the fast-changing realm of space, and thus
the universe is 15 billion years old when we
seem to be edging closer the twel ve, the
Andromeda Galaxy is still 2.2 million light
years away when it now seems closer to
three million, and Jupiter still has 16 moons.
But these are forgivable and inevitable datednesses as the study of space marches on.
Although I would wish for better and more
useable constellation star maps (for which
the book is not very useful) it looks to me to
be a good, smart, reliable reference on all
general fronts, and packs a lot of facts and
concepts into its-ISO or so small pages. It
retails for an affordable $6.95 U.S.; you can
get it wholesale for about $3.50.
Wishing on a Star by Fran Lee (ISBN 158685-029-6), published by Gibbs Smith, P.O.
Box 667, Layton, Utah 84041 USA, telephone
+1-801-544-9800, web site <www.gibbssmith.com>, is a delightful and brightly illustrated introduction to the constellations for
ages six and up. It focuses on major northern
hemisphere constellations, introducing each
with a story (mostly the Greek legends but
with a few other cultures included), followed
by a way to find it in the sky, followed by a
clever constellation activity. Activities range
from making your own versions of the constellation with glow-in-the-dark stars, to
making constellation mobiles, to making
constellation projections using paper bags
and flashlights, to acting out constellation
myths, to creating constellation thaumatropes (those little cards on strings that you
can twirl so that the images on each side of
the card - say, a horse on one side and wings
on the other - combine to form a single picture - Pegasus.) And of course, stargazing is an
encouraged activity, with basic tips for
doing so.
It's quite charming and well done, and
should appeal to the younger stargazing set,
and offers many cloudy-night activities to
keep interest in constellations going. It sells
for $9.95 U.S. retail, about $5.30 wholesale.
Seeing Stars by Barbara Seiger (ISBN 0-44840198-3), published by Grossett & Dunlap,
Inc.and available from Putnam Publishers, 1
Grossett Drive, Kirkwood, New York 13795
USA, telephone 800-847-5515, covers the
major constellations visible from the northern hemisphere, providing sketches and brief
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information (and sometimes myths) about
each. Also included is a full-color star map in
poster form giving the basic patterns with
figures drawn about them, plus a sheet of
400 stick-on glow-in-the-dark stars to place
on the poster.
While attractive enough, I have three
quibbles with this one. First, it gives instructions to place the largest stick-on star over
the North Star position, which may reinforce the mistaken impression some people
have already that the North Star is supposed
to be the biggest and brightest star in the sky.
Second, many of the star' patterns on the
poster (and some in the book) are onl y
approximately correct in shape. It somewhat
defeats the purpose, for example, when the
sword stars of Orion appear in the right side
of the star pattern instead of the left on the
star-map poster. And third, the book ends
with a discussion of the zodiac which
includes a non-judgmental statement that
astrologers believe that the day you were
born determines which constellation is your
"sign," and that they further believe that
your sign "can tell a lot about what kind of
person you are" - offering no further qualification. Further, a list of characteristics
allegedly associated with the zodiac signs is
given. While it may be of novel interest to
know that I, as a Libra, am "friendly and
peaceful," it makes me want to declare war
to see astronomy and astrology mixed in the
same publication in this manner.
Just my opinion, folks; decide for yourself.
The poster is attractive, and the stories are
simply told. If interested, contact the publisher to check out this book. It retails for
$9.99 U.S, wholesales for about $5.00.
"One Giant Leap" by Dana Meachen Rau
(ISBN 1-56899-344-7) offers an interesting retrospective on the first Apollo moon landing
for older children by telling the story of a
kid visiting the Air & Space Museum in
Washington, D.C. who imagines himself as
Neil Armstrong on the first moon landing
mission in 1969.
illustrated and quite
true to the facts, it's a little pricier than the
others at $17.50 U.S. retail, $9.00 wholesale.
Our supplier is Danson Sales, telephone +1303-904-6011. Nice illustrations, nice concept
to get kids thinking in a "you are there" fashion.

Items
Here are a few items that would be great
for your gift shop shel ves.
First Light Astronomy Kit from the David
Chandler Company, P.O. Box 999, Springerville, California 93265 USA, telephone +1559-539-0900, is a first-rate starter kit for
exploring the backyard universe, and it
holds a number of David Chandler products
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stuffed into an attractive folder.
his
Atlas for Small
lars publication (mentioned in a
column), chock-full of
mation, star maps, finder charts, and data on
a number of ri~f'~
constellation. You'll also find his
Exploring the
let, a great
grams, finder charts for binocular
and basic information. There's also a copy of
his two-sided planisphere, a master copy of
an observing log sheet with comet
or information on the back, a " ....'00_,,,,,,
moon
calendar, and a +h,roQ,_U,'.,,..
et locator. Great stuff all. Wholesale
about $15.
Adventure is a spacey
astroset of 16 punch-out magnetiC
nauts, alien creatures, space
space cities all in semi-cartoon
can be
on, moved, and slid about a
fold-open space landscape to create various
space scenes. The "playboard" looks and feels
like cardboard, but will hold the flat magnet
pieces. Designed for ages 3 and up (and presumably non-toxic), its cute, colorful, durable, comes in a reusable storage
and
would travel well. The item is ~~f~r",~r,r!
company called Smethport
pany, 1
Avenue,
Pennsylvania 16749 USA, telephone 800-473-1240.
Wholesale price is about $4.35.
Celestial Planisphere Puzzle from
American Puzzle
P.O. Box 40000,
Dept. 126, Hartford, Connecticut 06151 USA,
web site
l,OOO-plus
in
eight" star map format (that is, with the two
nelnl~;prlen"s of the
<'IT"

superimposed are light blue. There
various tables and
(of the solar system
Way
about the perimeter.
into
M and fun if
and you
have an advantage if you know your constellations. And if
up for a
assemble it
with the lights off, for it
When
done, you have a nice educational piece, and the puzzle comes with a 32page booklet to reinforce this idea. The
booklet is a nice little astronomy
including sections on the celestial
and its reference points and circles, coordinates, cartography
a brief
of the evolution of celestial ~~ .. 4-~.~_~.~h
LU'U!1'Cll;"l1l

(continued on bottom

Kmmichaels@adelphia.net
• Online lessons. Brock Schroeder is the
Project Chair. These would include astronomy lessons that could be used before,
during, or after a planetarium visit.
Contributions can be sent to Brock at
Bschroed@olivet.edu
.. Astronomy web sites. jon Elvert is Project
Chair. Contributions for astronomyrelated web sites can be sent to jon at
jelvert@lane.k12.0r.us

s@adelphia.net

ine@IDS.net
At the 2000 meeting in Montreal, the IPS
organized the Education Committee, which
then had its first meeting. Members from all
over the world have signed on to what
proves to be one of the most active groups in
the organization. Already, several different
projects are in the works, including the following:
.. A Focus on Education column for each
issue of the Planetarian. Co-Editors for this
are Kathy Michaels and Francine jackson,
with Marie Radbo as the European Correspondent. Contributions for this column can be sent to Kathy Michaels at

(What's New continued from previous page)

with tables of the nearest stars, brightest
stars, open and globular star clusters, and
galaxies. It's a nice product. Wholesale price
is about $7.50 U.S.
Millennium in Maps" Milky Way Map
from the National Geographic SOCiety,
Washington, D.C., and distributed by MapQuest.com, Mountville, Pennsylvania USA, is
available in poster form. It offers one perspective (above the galactic plane) of a com(I
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At present, the members of the Committee include: Gary Sampson (Chair), Chris
jenssen, Dale Smith, john Radzilowicz, Brock
Schroeder, Lee Ann Hennig, Shawn Laatsch,
April Whitt, Ken Wilson, Francine jackson,
Kathy Michaels, Holger Haug, jon Elvert, R.
Subramanian, Marie Radbo, and David
Menke. All IPS members are encouraged to
be a part of this Committee and/or share
their astronomy resources in a spirit of international cooperation. For more information
on the Committee, contact Chair
Sampson at Ges@execpc.com.
At the first meeting in Montreal, longtime
members recalled that there had, at one
time, been an Education column in the Planetarian, and that a good project would be to
resurrect it, to encourage the sharing of educational issues among the world's planetariums. Included in this column will be the latest news in educational reform related to the
field. This will be led by Kathy Michaels,
who as a planetarian and classroom teacher,
has had to stay on the cutting edge of curriculum standards. Also, Education Committees in the various affiliates will be invited to
share their programs and insights. In addition, any other relevant education issues will
be addressed.
As the first example of a regional Educa-

puter-generated three-dimensional map created for National Geographic, and notes the
positions of a number of deep-sky objects,
especially in the vicinity of our location in
the disk. It's colorful and interesting and
bears an inset edge-on view from Earth as
well as some small inset images of specific
objects used as examples of the object types
which inhabit the galaxy. It retails for for
$15.95 U.S.; it's attractive and educational (if
rather delicate on thin paper), and a good
choice for your poster rack.
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tion Committee, we'd like to
MAPS Education Committee .
there are about a dozen members,
most states in the MAPS
the annual rrH,,,,tinfTC

to make a classroom comet nO,cY>r,rH,trClhr,,,,
At the 2000
the
announced a
star stories from all over the
"'rYln~,,,,cic on those that could
become lost due to the lack of the
'-VJLLUHUlU

tee is
transporting educational materials
help feed the unbelievable desire for
tion witnessed
all who visited there.
to contribute to
projects can contact any of the
members:
Buinis, in New
Davenport, Maine; Arnie ,-,un ... ",,,',-,

'-'V'U""ULL'-'-

Hennig,
cine jackson, Rhode Island; Shawn
Dave Manass, Virginia; and
Michaels, from New York.
In March of 2001, a bout 3 dozen
accepted the invitation to
Sri Lanka,
the
of the country and
able desire for education in the
children and their teachers. In the next
on Education, some of those who
there will
their
of the time
spent there.

For information on other maps (tho"'",,,
got some on the solar system as well), you
can contact National
at 1-888CALL-NGS or at P.O. Box 11650, Des Moines,
Iowa 50350 USA, or can
at

That's it for this time.
the '-'"l',HH'J",-,
go out and use
three
a sentence, and remember to let me know, as
what's new!
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fax
hughesj@csc.clpgh.org
Gone but not
I missed my deadline last issue. I'll blame it
on the fact tha t we hosted the Middle

Atlantic Planetarium Society Conference
from May 9-12, 2001. With over 150 delegates
from four continents, I am told that the conference was a smashing success. Four days of
museum hopping, talks, demos, and shows
are now just a blur. One program of note was
a performance of Space Stories, a musical
memoir, delivered by Astronaut Story
~A.,.,..,..
with music by Jonn Serrie. Many
folks marveled at the inspirational lift they
got from hearing Story's story of repairing
the Hubble Space Telescope! You'll now
understand why I included the two top ten
lists below that I know many of you have
read before on Dome-L. Much of the material
in this column is culled from that list serve,
but if you have news that you would like to
see here, please send it to me at the address
above and I'll be happy to include it for you.
..,,"U'g:>

You will
Jane Hastings (jefferson Planetarium at
Richmond Public Schools, Richmond, Virginia) and her husband
Hastings
(Starlab Planetarium at the Mathematics and
Science Center, Richmond, Virginia) both
retired at the end of the 2001 school year.
Asked if she was going to continue with
"jane's Corner," Jane seemed to think she
would be too out of touch to continue it. We
suggest that that doesn't have to be the case,
but we'll just have to wait and see.

... to the As·tro:nolffiV
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:llwww2.gol.com/users/stever /jastro.html.
This non-commercial, award-winning resource for everything astronomical in Japan
is the work of Steve Renshaw and Saori fuara.
Based out of the Kanda University of International Studies in Chiba, Japan, this website
will give you plenty to ponder and explore!
... to Lou
(Technical Customer
Support at Sky Skan, Inc. in Nashua, New
Hampshire) recently announced his engagement to Donna Maslowski; they plan to wed
in February 2002!
... to Noreen Grice (Charles Hayden Planetarium at the Museum of Science in Boston,
Massachusetts) on her contribution to the
book, Touch the Universe: A NASA Braille Book
of Astronomy. The book contains threedimensional representations of Hubble Space
Telescope images! The book was created
through the use of a $10,000 Hubble Space
Telescope grant for education programs. For
more information on the book, go to
http://analyzer.depaul.edu/ttu.
... to the Griffith Observatory on their
recent gift of $1 million from actor Leonard
Nimoy and his wife Susan Nimoy towards
their renovation and expansion project.
Nimoy is best known for his Emmy-nominated role as Mr. Spock in the television and
film versions of Star Trek. The gift will go
towards the development of a new lecture
hall to be called The Leonard Nimoy Event
Horizion. The couple hopes that their contribution will get others involved in the project. It does get any cooler than that (jph)! Go
to http://www.GriffithObs.org/nimoy.html
for the whole story.
... to Daniel Schlup (Planetarium Manager
at Verkehrshaus - the Swiss Museum of
Transport and Communication in Lucerne
Switzerland) on the installation of their new
SkyVision all dome video system by Sky
Skan, Inc. Visit www.verkehrshaus.org to
explore their website. An online press release
was available at http://www.verkehrshaus
.orgl enl frameset.asp ?Sei te=medien pressel
plani press.h tm
... to
(Dennis) SirnODOUi()Us
(Director of the Eugenides Planetarium in
Athens, Greece) on the occasion of the
ground breaking ceremony for his new facility, scheduled to open in October 2003!
Their design team underwent an exhausting
fact-finding mission that included visits to
32 planetaria, space theaters, and science centers in 12 cities in Europe and North America.
The New Eugenides Planetarium is planning
to install a Digistar 2 projector, 15/70 large
format film eqUipment, interactive audienc~
control system, full dome video, laser projection systems, and an extensive interactive
exhibit hall, whew!

website, http
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,J"",,.,. ...... ,.£> on the Move
Shawn Laatsch (formerly with the
Storer Planetarium in Prince Frederick, Maryland) is now Director of the Rauch
urn in the Gheens Science Hall
University of Louisville, Louisville,
kyo Visit his new
at their website
www.louisville.edu/planetarium.
Drew Gilmore
the team at
kum Planetarium in Nashville, Tennessee.
addition to his skills as a planetarium
tor, Drew also brought along his
of web site design. Check out his work
www.SudekumPlanetarium.com.
Leslie Bochenski (formerly of the
Planetarium in Roanoke,
has been
named Director of the Aldrin Planetarium
West Palm Beach. She replaced Erich
strom who is now an educator with NASA.
Amanda Rainwater is the new Director of
the Inglemoor High School Planetarium in
Bothell, Washington. She replaced Cheri
who returned to classroom teclchlin:g.
Chuck Winrich is leaving his Do:sltlon
the Planetarium and Observatory
for the Schenectady Museum, ScJ1erlectacly
New York, at the end of July to return to
teaching.

Worth Keoealina
Steve
(Astronomy Educator at the
Alexander Brest Planetarium in Jacksonville,
of
Florida) lends us this list of the
being a Planetarian./I "Ever wondered
are the symptoms of being a
you experience any or all of the items on
list below, you may well be one.
1. You have a colorful collection of bruises on both legs. (And
hurt for the
longest time!).
2. You own a wide and varied collection
of hair bands, left behind in your dome
by the female of the species. (Because,
as my colleague, Sarah, here in Jacksonville, once said, "Chicks are
fritzing with their hair.")
3. You're thinking of buying shares in
Radio Shack, Home Depot and the
company that makes duct tape.
4. You know more than you used to
about the geology of terrestrial rocks,
having seen so many that the owners
claimed were meteorites. (I was shown
one recently by a woman who was
convinced that it had been interceD1ted
by an angel, and given to her. Hmmm,
I'll come back to you on that one ... ).
5. When you get up in a social situation
to address an audience, you instinctively want to ask for the
to be
turned off to make you feel at home.
6. When you hear a record on the radio
which features in your current laser
1J1'HlC.lUl.lU1L
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7.

8.

9.

10.

show, you imagine
pulsing
the lights in your dome to the music.
By the end of each three-month run of
a taped show, you can recite
word for word the entire script. Which
means many of us will still be able to
sing Waltzing With Bears in our seventies!
You will forevermore see Ursa
as
"a shopping cart without the wheels"
(Bear Tales).
When you tell people you work in a
planetarium, they look momentarily
puzzled, unsure what that strange
word means ... until you explain it, and
then they're all excited for you. And it
makes you feel good.
And finally ... unlike most other people
in other profeSSiOns, you love your job."

And if that's not enough, here is Steve's list
of symptoms of having been to a planetarium conference ... "If you experience one or
all of the items on the list below, you have
been to a planetarium conference."
1. You have a craving for Woodch uck
cider (for those of us who were at the
recent SEPA/GLPA conference).
2. You haven't eaten so well for months.
3. You haven't slept so little in years.
4. You haven't laughed so much since ...
well, the last conference you went to.
S. You (may) come back to your facility
with dome envy.
6. You have another great canvas bag
that'll last a lifetime.
7. You can now put faces to names of people you've known of for years. ("0h, so
you're [fill in the blank]").
8. You're envious of the ability of some
planetarians to point out the locations
of the most obscure constellations and
asterisms you struggle with (as evidenced in the Constellation Shootout
event).
9. You've spent several days looking at
equipment that you either:
a) go home and buy fairly quickly
b) already have at your dome
c) would like to have but know you'll
never be able to afford
d) would like to have and think you
will get ... in five years.
10. And finally ... your mental batteries are
recharged to full.

Great
In response to questions about brightness
issues with all-skys after a lamp is changed,
.l....I.~~\...i.AJI~I:u (Planetarium Coordinator
at the Museum of Science & Industry in
Tampa, Florida) suggests, "We don't have allskies but we do have panoramas using Ekta-
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graphic Ills with EXRs and noticed the same
thing. We solved it by simply replacing all
the panorama
when one goes. The lifetimes of these lamps are pretty consistent, so
when one goes it won't be long before the
others follow.

Eric Landstrom (NASA JPL Solar
Educator at the Solar System Educators Program)
donates this idea for teaching astronomy to
the blind. "At a SEP A conference several
years ago, I got this great tip. Take a starmap
for a constellation (like Orion) or an asterism
(like the Big Dipper). Mount the map on
foam board at least an inch thick. Then take
sewing pins with various sized heads. They
are available from your local sewing and
notions store. The idea is that just as a
brighter magnitude of star is indicated
a
larger dot on the star map, you scale it correspondingly as a tactile version for your sightimpaired astronomer. The bigger the dot, the
larger the head of pin you use to represent
the brighter magnitude stars. You can even
indicate nebulas and sections of the
Way by using a bit of felt on the board at the
appropriate spots!
But how do you explain 'blue' to someone
who's never seen colors?
Menahem sighed. "How does one
colors to a blind man?"
"One says," snapped Eric, "that red is like
silk, blue is like cool water, and yellow is like
sunshine on the face." David Gemmell
Legend.
'
Steve Fentress (Director of the Strasenburgh Planetarium at the Rochester Museum
& Science Center in Rochester, New York)
Ried of
sends this neat trick our way ... "
our technical staff pointed this out to me.
Maybe someone else has also hit on the idea.
Shine one of those $7 laser pOinters
the part of a Zip disk case that has fine
The laser beam diffracts into a plane. Point it
at the dome and you have a circle on the
celestial sphere. The red line looks
with
the stars. Joe has re-wired one of these for
remote control; it's on a swivel mount in the
gallery, so it can be moved and
to
approximate the next upcoming ISS
etc."
Have you been to visit Ray Worthy of
~targazer Planetariums in Hartlepool,
England? You can find out what Ray has
been up to at his website, www.stargazerplanetariums.co.uk. Ray makes custom-built
inflatable domes for mobile planetarium
shows and other uses.
Chuck Bueter, announced the debut of the
Paper Plate Education Website at the 2001
SEPA/GLPA conference in Kentucky. The
theme is "Serving the Universe on a Paper
Plate" and it can be found on the web at:
http:// anal yzer.depa ul.ed u/pa perpla teo
LAHVUX"
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an
list of activities
share with your students
a paper
and lots of creativity. You can email
your contribution at
Chuck is a

Overheard
The
Planetarium, a
(60-foot) dome, in Flint,
install a
II
Michael 'U ...... U1.1.q;;J.,
lI.aI1Ull.Icl,CHC:H (lecturer of

in
Japan, is about to become the tallest
planetarium in the world when
open
their 23-meter dome on the 23 rd floor
a
will have a GOTO
Helios star
Astro Vision
format film system, and the first installation of
GOTO's
(half dome
system).

How
The next time someone calls you to
you know how
them this web

should honor a loved one
a donation to an animal shelter, but just visit this
site and
find out
I stumbled
across this website as you do most of the
time, by
on a link from a news site. I
was attracted
title,
Forgotten Veterans. As it turns out, the US Air
Force wanted to decommission their extensive primate population of test cnlmpanzees
and awarded the contract to relocate
to a research laboratory instead of an animal
created in Florida.
battle, the animal
refuge
got the research lab to let them
relocate these animal heroes to a life under
the sun, instead of behind the bars of a test
lab. With this being the summer of the remake of the film The Planet
The
thought this would be an
of space
to finish off this
the Gibbon errrr ... I mean,
Gibbous
Gazette. Now, if someone could just liberate
the rest of us ...

AMAZING STARGAZING

Running time - 30 minutes
#- of slides - 172
AURORA!

Running time - 35 minutes
'# of slides - 302
HERCULES SUPERSTARS

Running time - 37 minutes
#- of slides - 219
HONEY, I SHRUNK THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Running time - 36 minutes
#- of slides 336
HONEY I SHRUNK THE UNIVERSE

Running time - 37 minutes
#- of slides - 172

more
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Many planetariums have already received their logo
You can too! But you need to act now, before too
We invite you to send us your logo. We will create for you a
enhanced version of
your logo and output it onto 35mm film with its matching DI CNv1 ATE mask.
SM

also

nl'n,U1 rip.'

Custom Graphics (for shows, presentations, print, video & Web) • Slide Imaging (always pin-registered)
Slide Duplication (optical or digital, large or small quantities) • Digital Retouching
Scanning • Special Effects • Custom Design, Consulting & Training
II

28 years of photography experience
• Concentration on special effects
24
of multi-media shows &graphics
• State -of -the -art digital equipment
years of planetarium slide production
Innovative computer graphic skills
• High quality slides &services at a fair price
• 40+ national &international awards
It

I)

the show doctor
6135 dewey avenue
st. louis, rna 63116
314. 3.33

WINTER WONDERS

minutes

Science has an extraordinary potenThe distial for contributing to these
coveries and new
from our missiems and research programs have
people's
informed teachers,
and excited students and the
about
science and exploration. To realize this
potential, we have established a
Science education and public outreach (EPO)
"Support Network" (formerly known as the
Ecosystem) to make education at all levels
and the enhanced public understanding of
science
parts of the
Science
missions and research programs.
In March 1995, NASA's Office of
Science published Partners in Education: A

2000, OSS issued its first Education
Outreach Annual

(

Strategy
Integrating Education and Public
Outreach into NASA's Space Science Programs,

First, let me thank Martin Ratcliffe, Jon
Elvert, and John
for
us to
contribute a regular column to the Planetarian. We hope to use this space to let you
know what's doing in NASA
Science
and Education and Public Outreach, as well
as address any questions you may have. This
month let's get the background and organizational explanations out of the way and tell
you who we are and what we're about.
Each of NASA's five strategiC "enterprises"
covers a major area of the agency's research
and development efforts. The
Aerospace
Biological and
cal Research, Earth Science, Human Exploration and Development of Space, and
Science. The mission of the
Science
Enterprise is to solve mysteries of the universe, explore the solar system, discover
planets around other stars, search for life
beyond Earth from origins to
chart
the evolution of the universe and understand its
stars, planets, and life. (See
http://www.nasa.gov for more info about
the other enterprises.) The Office of
Science has four intellectual themes: Search
for Origins, Structure and Evol ution of the
Universe, Exploration of the Solar
and the Sun-Earth Connection.
The NASA StrategiC Plan
.hq.nasa.gov /office/codez/plans.htmD mandates that we "partner with the educational
community and industry to inspire America's citizenry and create increased learning
opportunities," that we "involve the educational community in our endeavors to
America's students, create
opportunities, and enlighten inquisitive
minds," and that we "share the experience of
expanding the frontiers of air and space with
the broadest array of America's Citizenry."
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the third volume of the Office of
Science strategiC plan. These three volumes
reaffirmed "our traditional commitment to
carry out a world-class program of scientific
research and announce our new commitment to make significant contributions that
address larger needs. In particular, this part of
our plan responds to national needs to
engage the space science community more
and visibly in
its
tiona!, science-rich,
mission to partner with the education community to strengthen science,
and mathematics education; to reach out
and involve groups which have been historically underrepresented in the space science
program; and to enhance public appreciation and
of science, mathematics, and technology." This document was
followed in October 1996
the
of
Science (OSS) EducationlPublic Outreach

ments are available at
.nasa.gov /education/index.htm)
Five years later, an incredible number of
accomplishments can be \..lUllULU,
not the least of which has been the
of an interconnected nationwide network of
in NASA, universities,
education, and informal education. ass put its
money where its mouth is by
new
missions to budget and plan for 1-2% of
sion costs (excluding launch vehicle costs) to
be spent on education and public outreach.
Older missions have carved these amounts
out of existing budgets. OSS established a set
of review criteria, which include commitment of the science teams to education and
public outreach efforts, partnering with
other
and
out to
underserved/underutilized groups, as well as
C"''',"H,,·+i'-'fl educational reform. In all of
ass works closely with NASA's Education
Frank Owens, to coordinate
activities and programs. In
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resource for informal education. A
has been the fruition
remechanism that was mandated so
we can show what our efforts are
The first OSS E/PO Annual
available at
So who are the OSS E/PO network
both
(thematic) and
ic access. A set of four
Education and Public Outreach Forums, one
for each of the
Science themes, were
conceived and for the most part
to
the
with the lead role
the
science theme. In addition, a solicitation
Brokers/Facilitators resulted
selection of fi ve
country who were a'>'>l1':U'LU
broker and facilitate connections between
scientists and educational entities
£eI8£Jra[)hical regions. The Broker/Facilitator
have
been rc,-_rnrn-n.o1c.on
and an announcement of the
~~n~~+r''''; this summer. The current
pants are listed below.
Within the network, there are several
WC~rklm!l groups, with
pants from all themes and all
Dussault of Harvard-Smithsonian Astrois the lead
Stoke and I are members of this group,
with many other folk. We learn from
of
all of you betother, with the
to post webter. Later this summer we
online
ask for
education activities and programs.
The
way for us to get
information to you is
servers, so
Dome-L.

Forums
Astronomical Search for Origins and Planetary Systems Space Telescope Science
Institute (STSc\)
Point of Contact: Dr. Terry Teays
Phone Number: (410) 338-4733
Email Address:
Structure and Evolution of the Universe
Smithsonian
Observatory
(SAO) Point of Contact: Dr. Roy Gould
Phone Number: (617) 496-7689
Email Address:
Solar
Exploration
Jet Propulsion Laboratory OPt)
Point of Contact: Dr. Ellis Miner and Leslie
Lowes
Phone Number: (818) 354-4450 (818) 393-7734

Sun-Earth Connection (East Coast)
NASA Goddard
Flight Center (GSFCl
Point of Contact: Dr. Richard Vondrak
Phone Number: (301) 286-8112
Email Address: vondlral<:@:l?:sf,e.nascI.Q
Sun-Earth Connection (West Coast)
University of California
Point of Contact: Dr. Isabel Hawkins
Phone Number: (510) 643-5662
Email Address: ISaDeln(f1jSSI.D(~rKelE'V

continued

South and Lower Midwest
Institute (LPl)
Lunar and
Point of Contact: Dr. Kathleen Johnson
Phone Number: (281) 244-2014
Email Address: ir.~, rtc'nn,rm1p;.. u.~~'u
L<J<

Southeast
(SERCH)
SouthEast Regional
Point of Contact: Dr. Cassandra Runyon
Phone Number: (843) 953-5437
Email Address: rn',.,""rlr("',r,,;'r
Northeast
Ohio Aerospace Institute (OAl)
Point of Contact: Larry Cooper
Phone Number: (513) 245-9897
Email Address:U:-.SI)ro1(er·@oai.()f£
Upper Midwest Region
University (DU)
Point of Contact: Dr.
Narasimhan
Phone Number: (773) 325-1854
Email Address:cnaralsirn@lcondor.de1Jalll.edu
Northwest Region
Science Institute (SSn
Point of Contact: Dr. Cheri Morrow
Phone Number: (303) 492-7321
Email Address: camorrow@colorado.edu

be

to $20,000 for programs
within one year; OR
- From $21,000 to $50,000 for

for
The Initiative to Develop Education
through
and
Science

ideas@stsci.edu.

look at the

9)

name comes from the Arabic word for tail.
that as the
darkens,
will eassee the cross-like
of the Swan and
the three stars in a row of the
Point out Deneb. Tell the group that
it is the dimmest of the three stars
it is very bright. It is about
10,000 times as luminous as our sun, but it is
much farther away from us than the other
two stars in the triangle, Then point out the
star Albireo in the Swan. it marks the beak of
the swan. Tell the group that in a small telescope it is
two separate stars.
one can see the
also that in a small
colors of the two separate stars. One is blue
and the other is
Also, suggest that
everyone scan both the Swan and the
constellations with binoculars. They will see
many more stars than with the naked eye
because both of those constellations are in
the band of the
Encourage people in the group to take a

is:

out any
Point out also
eye double star in the handle of the

Figure 3. It is easier to know the location
the Owl Nebula than it is to locate a real,
live owl in the outdoors.
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doors.
use binoculars.
show how to use the handle of the
find Arcturus. Arcturus is a
an orange star. Use binoculars to look
also.
That is the
idea for
Bird Lovers" show. I think that anyone
creates the show will find that it is a
worthwhile endeavor.
does a very
of
I think

Included in the mailing with this issue is a
copy of the proceedings of IPS 2000 in Montreal. This fine conference brought together
a large number of planetarium delegates
from all corners of our small globe. I would
Iike to thank Marc Jobin, astronomer at the
Montreal Planetarium, for guiding this publication through to completion. It takes a
great deal of effort to produce such a document, and we all owe a debt of gratitude to
Marc and the staff at Montreal for their hard
work.
This is also the first time that "aliI! IPS
members have received a copy of the proceedings. In the past the proceedings were
sent to delegates only as part of the conference fee. Following the policy adopted at the
1999 Council meeting, a copy of conference
pf()(E~eam~~s will be sent to all members as a
benefit of membership. The CD contains an
Adobe Acrobat file that you can easily print
out
if you wish to have a hard copy.
(Adobe Acrobat readers are available for free
over the internet). Future publicatiOns of the
proceedings are planned to be distributed in
this way, allowing ease of access for most
people. It is economical, easy to access with
most computers, and is the best use of the
limited finances of IPS. However, council
also realizes that there will be some who
wish to have a hard copy. We have arranged
to have a limited number printed by request.
Please complete the form at the end of my
message (photocopy it) and send to Shawn
Laatsch, the IPS Treasurer before November
I, 2001. Shawn will arrange for a copy to be
sent to you by the end of the year. I am
sorry, but late applicatiOns will not be fulfilled for this one time offer. However, spare
CDs are available.
One of the
pleasures of
President of IPS is the rare opportunity to be invited to theater openings. Not only is this an
opportunity for me to see new theaters, but
it also indicates that our
is alive

and well. Through the
and kindness of the Verkehrshaus der Schwiess (Swiss
Transport Museum). Mr. Daniel
the
Director of the Planetarium in the beautiful
at their
city of Lucerne, invited me to
press conference and grand opening. This
was indeed a great honor, and I was pleased
to bring the congratulations of our membership to the people of Lucerne, and the visionary leaders who have refurbished Switzerland's only planetarium. The theater had an
new dome, seats, and all-dome video
system. A Zeiss star projector still stands in
the middle of the 18.3-meter (60-foot) diameter planetarium - a fine mix of the old and
the new. I know the talented staff at Lucerne
will have a wonderful time blending the
new technology into their theatrical productions.
At the opening, I also had the great
sure of meeting some fellow
Mdme
Acker, the well-known
astronomer and President of our French affiliate, attended, as did Herr Holger
representative from the German
planetariums. I was also
to meet colleagues from other parts of the world as well.
Lucerne is a fine example of the re-invention of some of our domes that is
on
across the world, and I encourage you to take
advantage of the fine beauty of the
and go and visit if you have the opportunity.
I am quite sure other planetariums have
opened recently that I am not aware of, and
to you I also give my congratulations. There
appears to be a level of planetarium construction and refurbishment
on at
many theaters around the world - a very
encouraging
for our
and reflective of regional and local commitments to
expanding the role of our theaters thr·ou.llh
the application of new tecnnOiC)gy

Earlier this year I was called by
magazine, one of the main
magazines for astronomy in the United
States, and asked if anything was haoDleninll
to our industry beyond the
the new Hayden Planetarium in New York.
One can perhaps forgive the
sion that Hayden was the only new
ium lately. Regional openings would not get
the kind of coverage that New York could
muster. And so to encourage more visits to
regional planetariums, I set about writing an
article for Astronomy magazine that
lights the twenty or so theaters that have
opened recently, or are about to open, and
who have some form of all-dome video system (this is what the editors wanted to hear
about). I have been told that the article will
run in the October issue, which will be in cir-

cuI at ion
the time you read
The article is de5;iglled

that are made
gy. Those who have seen it
this represents a new step
our
the article will be useful for
ians to show your institutional
board members. The level of
that these
onto their theaters
are
tive of a well-founded

discussion for your own

It is now less than a year away
conference in Morelia, Mexico. I
you to read Gabriel Munoz' notes
the conference elsewhere in this

lJ\lIlU,nl

1-' __" ' _ . .' .

Plane tar ian

pI(ln(~tar

rest
ty has been reconstructed around

our
re1l~anjirLg

ference is a great way to make new friends,
re-connect with old
and build new
alliances and collaborations between colIt is also a great way to learn about
how different cultures present the subject of
astronomy to their audiences. In addition,
you get to see parts of the world that you
not otherwise visit, and Mexico has a
rich history of astronomy, so begin to make
your
and we will all meet next summer in Morelia. The conference is set in a
very modern conference
and promises to be the highligh t of our year in 2002.

IPS
I have had the opportunity to review
some old
of the Planetarian, and one
major thing struck me. While most
and magazines have undergone
since the 1970s, this Journal has remained
essentially the same. I think it is about time
our appearance. Your editor,
agrees. John, myself, and a number of other leading IPS members will be
putting our minds together to fe-shape your
Journal. I cannot tell you how
the process will take at present since we have just
begun, but I hope to bring you news of developments over the next year. The size of
the magazine will remain essentially the
'V'-HH'MJ

same, but these changes will be an
to John who wishes to use more modern
printing methods and
tools that are
both more economical and versatile. I also
hope that the new look, when it occurs, will
encourage more of you to contribute. I
encourage you to send me any ideas you
might have for a
What do you like
and what don't you like'? Are there new
columns you would like to see'?

IPSNews
As a member of IPS, you will already have
heard of the IPSNews service. This email service grew out of a need for IPS to have an
electronic way of contacting the membership
with
news and interesting
information, such as relevant news releases.
The service is occasional. I would like to
thank Christine Shupla at the Dorrance Planetarium in the Arizona Science Center in
Phoenix, Arizona, U.S.A., for, \ ,.11 '""
this effort. I hope that in future the IPSNews
will serve to assist in our professional development within our community, and be seen
as an additional service of
The
list of members and email addresses is taken
from your most recent subscription docu-mentation that was sent to our Treasurer. If
you have not received any of the emaHs

send Shawn
from IPSNews,
email note inj'orming
our records.
now most of you
II
about the result of the conference
for 2004. Three fine institutions
appealing venues for our conference,
thanks to each of them. The result was
known at the time this message went
press but my thanks to all three for
for the conference. As your council
this fall, we will be
bids
2004 conference. If you are !JIClllllHJL~
time is now of the essence, and I
you to contact me as soon as you
issue to let me know of your
offer a bid.
In October your council will meet
annual
this time at the
Vatican
in
This represents
the first time in three years that Council
met in
In addition, the
astronomer and Jesuit
Consolmagno, will be our host at the Vatican
)h~,,,,,..,,''''tt.,..,, As curator of one of the
finest meteorite collections,
meteorite researcher grew up
tariums in his US homeland and now
half his time between Italy and the
.nc,,,,.,,-'l+<'''''' in Arizona. Next time I
port on the results of our mE~eting.
Drtr"",,,.,.'HTQ

Please use this form if you want to request a
copy of the IPS 2000 Conference
in addition the CD-ROM copy you
received with this issue of the Planetarian. A limited number
are available. To use this
you must be a current nul l1J1ri"" ,
member oflPS, or your facility must be a current institutional
NarTIe _____________________________________________________________________
Institution _________________________________________________________________________
Address

state, and postal code _____________________________________________________________
Country
Phone ________________

Please mail or fax a ph~Jtocot)V

Fax

Email

form to:
Shawn Laatsch, IPS o r'("11""""!'v1,,;UIIUC1.)"IIU Chair
Gheens Science Hall & Rauch Planetarium
108 West Brandeis Avenue
University of Louisville
Louisville,
40292 USA
Phone 1-502-852-5855
Fax 1-502-852-0831
Email 102424.l032@compuserve.com
Deadline: November 1
1"
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This issue of International News starts
with news from South America, contributed
by Nicolas Gulino: "The landlocked South
American country of Paraguay has joined
the world of planetaria thanks to the efforts
of amateur astronomer and educator, Bias
Servin of Asuncion. Mr. Servin is president of
the Asociacion de Aficionados a la Astronomia del Paraguay (Amateur Astronomers
Association of Paraguay) and is well known
around the country as an avid astronomy
educator and historian. He teaches astronomy classes and leads astronomy clubs at two
Asuncion schools, Cristo Rey and Dante
Alighieri. He is credited for his research on
the history of astronomy in Paraguay, most
notably that of the Guarani Indians and of
the 18th Century Jesuit astronomer, Padre
Buenaventura Suarez, the country's first
astronomer (whose name the new planetarium bears).
"With the generous help from the Japanese Embassy, Mr. Servin purchased the Goto
Ex-3 projector and S-meter dome. The planetarium is permanently housed in a downtown location that also includes a DVD/
video system, slide projector, and various
astronomy posters. Since its inauguration on
1 June, the new facility has done its magic by
capturing the attention and imagination of
hundreds of children and adults.
"The new Buenaventura Suarez planetarium is a dream come true for astronomy education in Paraguay and adds a resounding
number to the map of planetaria in South
America (Planetarian, Vol. 29, No.4, December 2000, p. 48). This is Significant, as every
number will add momentum to the eventual formation of a South American Planetarium Association, an idea strongly advocated
by Dale Smith on his visit to the region in
August 2000. A major step towards this goal

Vol.
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will undoubtedly be the annual
of
the UADA or
lberoamericana de Astronomia (Latin American Astronomy
to be held in Asuncion in October 2001. This
organization
educators and planetarians from South America,
and it is
that its members will
embrace their host country's new
offer to share ideas, and work towards the
eventual formation of a ,·ocri,,"n.,1 association
for the continent."
The International News column '-''-I-I,-,'UJ
heavily on contributions from IPS Affiliate
Associations all over the world. Many thanks
to Steve Balog, Vadim Belov, Bart Benjamin,
Ignacio Castro, John Dickenson, Paul
land, Jean-Michel Faidit, John Hare, Shoichi
Itoh, Aaron McEuen, Loris Ramponi, Zinaida
Sitkova, and Mark Sonntag for your contributions. You are welcome back with new
reports, and I look forward to reports from
other Associations as well. Upcoming
International News deadlines are 1 October
for Planetarian4/01 and 1 January for 1/02.

Planetariums
The show La
aux mille had its premiere on 18 April; thirty-six
were involved in this production.
The 2001 magazine Planetariums, edited at
Planetarium de Montpellier for the seventh
year, was presented at the annual meeting of
APLF, which this year was held at Planetariums in Milan and Brescia in Italy.
Among notable activities at the time these
lines are written, in July, is the creation of FHOU, a French section of the project Hands
on Universe, with the Planetariums and the
APLF commission Formation
Acker at
Planetarium de Strasbourg and Anne-Laure
Melchior at the Observatory of ParisMeudon are in charge of the project.

cide with the

ue tealching eDJ2;meerm2
Institute.
AMPACs
present year.

Mexican
As complementary news to the XXX
AMPAC meeting held at the Cd. Victoria
Planetarium, last May, eleven member
tariums were represented.
Gabriel
Munoz, current Director of the Morelia Planetari um and host to the 2002 IPS Conference, took office as AMPAC President for
the 2001-2003 term; he was President Elect
during the past term. Outgoing President was
lng. Jose de la Herran. lng. Miguel Angel
Mota, Rehilete Museum & Planetarium, was
elected President elect, Lie. Agustin Pacheco,
Director of the Puebla Om nit heater and
Planetarium, Secretary, and Captain Fernando Hoyos, Director of the Tampico Nautical
School, Treasurer.
all have plenty of work till next year
Plane tar ian

domes are
made in
in Thirsk in North Yorkshire.
domestic dome business, so far this year
to Florida and.
has been on
Finland, one of his negative pressure
has been installed into a theater deldicatE~d
the
of Aurora programs. It is
town Muonio up near the Arctic
installed
similar dome is
pose-built
Cleveland and
If all goes well (it
been
by the foot and mouth crisis), it
lAHUlLA,",.

1-I1V'H\..L<.H

open this coming November.
Bob Mizon took his Mizar Planetarium to
a small
school near Tavistock (N. Dartmoor) recently. He said that
when he began the first show, a little boy,
who couldn't have been more than about
five years old, piped up: "We're glad you
came, 'cos we can't see the stars when the
vicar turns his lights on ..." This in one of the
best dark-sky areas in the south-west. The
local church had succumbed to the entreaties of the Church Floodlighting Trust
(which curiously has the same address as the
Industry Federation, and spends
public money), and lit itself up, like many
other churches, for the Millennium in 2000.
The Aberdeen Planetarium continues to
run a varied program of shows and events. In
the last year they have produced several
shows incorporating poetry, music, and
drama, which have been performed in the
planetarium. The exciting news is that for
the first time Aberdeen will have it's own
mobile planetarium! In conjunction with
SATRO North of Scotland and with the
financial help of Enterprise Oil they have
purchased a state-of-the-art mobile dome
which will be launched at Techfest in
September this year. They plan to develop a
range of shows suitable for the mobile dome
with a view to touring schools, science festivals and other events.
The 100-seater At-Bristol Planetarium,
sponsored by Orange and called the Orange
Imaginarium, is coming up to its first birthday this summer. Oasis in Space has proved a
popular family show (some visitors rating it
more highly than the IMAX experience), but
visitor uptake of tickets for the planetarium
has been patchy. The staff is now looking at
taking on a greater diversity of shows to
increase both the educational and leisure
markets. The space theme will be developed
across the At-Bristol facilities with Destiny in
showing in the IMAX theater and practical workshops offered to schools. For more
information see <www.at-bristol.org.uk>.
Armagh Planetarium is shut down, and
the staff is not sure when they will be able to
fully open again. The planetarium is undergoing a review at the moment and it will be
on the outcome of the recommendations
put forward by that review how and when it
will re-open. The staff has recently done a lot
of outreach work with local schools and
community groups.
got a lot of rewarding feedback and have posted the results at a
new website <www.thestardome.co.uk>. The
planetarium will be open for family fun
as some of refurbishment
work is
to be
by then.
The Star Theatre will remain closed until its
future is reviewed in more detail. The
fun events will include all the usual water
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rockets and working with paint and
attempting to give the small visitors a
dayout.
On IS May, there was an exciting explosion of stellar energy when Island Records
chose to launch their new band, allStars at
the London Planetarium. The Big Green
Dome shook as the band performed to a
show created by the planetarium's own production team for a 300-strong audience of
music press, radio and television presenters.
The event was a tremendous success and
generated a lot of pUblicity in magazines and
interviews. Tussaud's actually won the Corporate Hospitality Award for the best venue
2000, and the planetarium has helped to
launch everything from perfume to dental
products.
In 2001, London Planetarium is also doing
good business promoting the real thing.
Visitor figures are up on last year, with a significant increase in those coming to the
planetarium only to see the current public
show Wonders of the Universe which is rather
different in style from previous ones. And, as
well as general visitors, thousands of school
children are attending live curriculum presentations. Their enthusiasm alone is evidence of the great and consistent interest out
there.

Council of Science
Centres
CCSC members met in Ottawa on 3-4
April as part of the annual Canadian Museums Association Conference. An election of
CCSC directors and officers was held, and the
following slate was elected for 2001/2002:
jim Marchbank, Science North, President.
George Smith, Edmonton Space and Science
Centre, Vice President. Bill Peters,
Science Centre, Secretary/Treasurer. Benoit
Legare, Mon treal Science Cen tre, Marie
MacBeath, Science East, and
Tisdall,
Science World, Directors. George
Fraser-Fort George Regional Museum. Paul
Donahue, Canada Science and
Museum, Past President.
john Dickenson was appointed
the
board to continue as the IPS affiliate representative to sit on IPS Council.
the
many issues discussed at the conference were
options for the future structure of CCSc.
These include continuing as an all-volunteer
organization, or moving towards a paid secretarial or executive staff. In many ways
these are similar questions to those facing IPS
which IPS President Martin Ratcliffe has outlined in his President's Message in Planetarian 2/01. Meanwhile CCSC is moving ahead
to secure grant funding for a one year
tion to provide support services to the President and Directors during the implementaPlanetarian

tion
of the CCSCs strategy
of CCSC mE~mlJer
the profile and
ence centers and museums
Government.
CCSC
name. Most
choice was
Association of Science Centres (CASC).

,-,UHU'UIUlLl

will be interested to learn of
c>r"-.,,-.,i,,,+·rY>c•..-.+ of Halifax based
as the sales and service
Starlab in the Maritimes and
vinces.john Hault, President of t·h£,
has extensive exper'ier1Ce
field, and is

rrWYl",,>,r,,

Maritimes.
The Planetarium of Montreal

at no cost. Contact Pierre ~ll.a:)I,ClJla
Planetarium of Montreal for further
Other recent
include
Kamillas Quest at the H R MacMillan
Center.
ment of
ration will allow
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Museum of Science and
interested Canadians would like to
sideration
given to the rlc.",-,In.r''''''''-'~
of a "National PlanetarIum" in
Given the tremendous

as
parts of the science awareness
education resources of the country. A
which has suffered
decline since the closure of
,u,-"uuu,,-uuu Planetarium several years
Others caution that Ottawa is
on
'-'11 I\-'TI;:V. that any
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museums and science
should be an
debate!
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illinois: At Lakeview Museum, the Artrain
exhibition, artfeatured the Artistry
works from NASA and the National Air and
Museum art collections. Artrain USA is
the nation's
art museum on a
train, with five rail cars housing a fine arts
exhibition, interactive area, artist studio,
shop and staff space. The 7th annual Interplanetary Bicycle Ride was held 11-12 August.
Center
In May, the Cernan Earth and
at Triton College completed its second
round of JPL Solar
Educator's Workshops, which were very successful.
1/3-2-1 ... Blast Offl" is an interactive "video
game" planetarium program that was offered
this summer at the ISU Planetarium. It took
people on a cyberspace solar system adventure to learn about the planets, sun, comets
and asteroids. The new Planetarium Coordinator, Tom Willmitch, has begun presenting monthly Skywatch programs on the first
of the month. The programs are
followed by outside observing when weather permits. The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at Parkland College in Champaign
received the upgrade of its R. A.
Gray MC-lO automation system.
Indiana: The Muncie Community Schools'
Planetarium participated in the second year
of Window on the Universe Week in February.
A team of four space scientists and researchers made presentations to approximately
6,000 studen ts from all grades at every
school in the Muncie Community Schools,
some surrounding communities, and at Ball
State University. Three workshops were conducted for nearly 100 educators, and two of
the scientists were the feature presenters at
the Family Science Night events. The planetarium has also been showing Egyptian astronomy in Spanish for local }rd year Spanish students. They
ancient civilizations in
their 3Ill year of Spanish. The program was
also a feature for Cinco de Mayo, and now
has become a regular part of Hispanic Heritage Month activities.
The E. C. Schou weiler Planetarium at the
University of St. Francis in Fort
has
added an in-house engineered and constructed six-projector pan system, designed and
built by volunteer and Fort Wayne Astronomical
member Chris Highlen.
Mi,ch:ilCaJt1: The Delta College Planetarium
in Bay City hosted their annual 4th of July
fundraiser during which they provide a
catered dinner, a show, and the best seats in
town (on their observation deck) for one of
fireworks displays. Roger
B. Chaffee Planetarium in Grand
is
hoping for
attendance for
their museum's OMSI Star Trek exhibit Star
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Trek: Federation Science that
in May.
The museum also hosted another Star Trek
related exhibit called Trekable Collectible.
There were
Star Trek related programs every
the summer.
This summer, Kalamazoo
urn offered Terri & Her
a young girl who receives a new telesc:o[)e
her birthday, but finds little information on
how to use it until she visits an astronomer
at a
InJune, Eric Schreur
traveled to Zambia to view the total solar
The Peter F. Hurst Planetarium in
Jackson was closed this summer to
ment a grant from the MEEMIC Foundation
for
Software and a High Resolution Slide Scanner.
Longway Planetarium in Flint will be
closed this summer for their Digistar II installation. The planned reopening date is 29
Septem ber. This summer they hosted an
exhibit of space art
Joe Tucciarone called
Visions of the Universe.
also hosted their
ever-popular Summer Science
as well
as introducing Family Science activities
designed to help families have some fun
with science. The Vollbrecht Planetarium in
Southfield was closed this summer and will
reopen in the beginning of
Cranbrook Institute of Science Planetarium
in Bloomfield Hills has offered the in-house
produced astronomy program Visions
Infinite Universe during the summer.
Ohio: The Caryl D. Philips Space Theater
has successfully upgraded its Digistar system
to a Digistar II. In June, the planetarium and
education facility was the location for their
31 st amateur astronomers conference, the
Rendezvous, jointly hosted
the
Boonshoft Museum of Discovery and
Miami
Astronomical
(MV AS).
The museum also featured the
exhibit Electric
Bolts, Jolts & Volts
the Sun through August.
Chuck Bueter has received two grants for
Telehis paper plate work. First, the
scope Science Institute, which administers
the IDEAS grant, recently awarded
$10 000 for a project entitled
Foundations through Art &
Plates. Dr.
an astrophysicist from NASA
Willie
Glenn Research Center, and Bueter are collaborating with the Cleveland African
American Museum to offer astronomy education
for selected Cleveland
Public Schools teachers and for SEMAA
instructors (a NASA initiative). Second, the
NASA
Science Center for Education &
Outreach at DePaul University, which adawardministers the PLATO grants,
ed $1000 for the editing and duplication of
the
Plate
video. The video,
which demonstrates the construction and
Planetarian

use of nine technical paper
ments,
at the June
Conference. In addition,

<moonfinder@multiverse.com>
you value his contributions.
the column to a close at
2001.
reports rerno,dellD£
Planetarium.
an AstroFX system video suite
Productions, a new console, safe
tor racks, new
controls, new
and a student work area. Gene also
Solar
Ambassador this year
that information and support
ceived from the program has enhanced
ly every
lesson he does.
material also
with the
classes as well as public Dn~selntaltlcms,
over, Gene and
Jons received
grants to create a 2/3
scale
of the Herschel 7-foot
scopes will be
functional and

country to go starg'lzilng.
are
on an astronomical
sent, and future show called
In
Minnesota, the
8-70 films and
IJIU"'-LlHHUH

the Planetarium groups on
adventure to the Adler
and Shedd
He also led
Nature Center for some serene
vL~"M~~<A',",' At the 2002 GLPA
'--A'.I'-C<l".V

conference host Karen
another
which is in its 10 th
year and expects record enrollments.

Planetaria's Friends Association
the nOl~tht:astem
city, a
diameter

tor model, are open to the
and the
school visits are managed
the local group
of amateur astronomers. The
day,
the annual
against light
will
be celebrated in
Among the participants of the Conference
will be Susan Reynolds Button, IPS Mobile
Planetarium Committee, who will also be
the speaker of the Week in
for an American planetarium operator at the end of
October. This initiative is organized in the
city of Brescia each year since 1995
Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory in
collaboration with Learning Technologies,
Inc. During the week, secondary students
will attend Button's lessons in the American
language, under a Starlab dome. For more
information, see <http://www.cityline.it/
CULT /photog.htm>. Also in October, the
Council Meeting of IPS will be held in Castel
Gandolfo.
One of the latest planetariums of the
country has been built by the Italian planetarium maker Gambato. The new planetarium operates in the Experimental Science
Laboratory of Foligno (center of Italy),
directed by professor Mingarelli, under a sixmeter diameter dome. Other new Italian
planetariums will be presented during the
Meeting in Rovigo.
More than 50 planetarians from France,
Switzerland, Belgium, and Germany participated last May in the first Meeting in Italy
organized for the Association of FrenchSpeaking Planetariums (APLF) directed by
Agnes Acker. The first day of the meeting
was held in Milan, site of the main Italian
planetarium, and the following two days in
Brescia and Lumezzane, visiting historical
monuments and art museums of astronomical interest, the Serafino Zani Observatory,
where Seppe Canonaco from Genk conducted a rocket experience. Participants were

hosted for three nights in an old convent
with an amazing view of Lago de Garda, the
biggest Italian lake. The list of
and some
are available on <www
.cityline.it>.

dents to
Euro.

very low

Planetarium
The annual conference of
Planetarium
will be held on 16-18 October
at Hoshi-no-Kuni Planetarium, Daitoh Cosmic Park in Nara

projector, 70mm Astrovision movie, and a
video projection system controlled
Goto's
PC system for videos such
new
as DVD, VHS, and Laser Disk, in their 23-m
tilted dome. Degicampus is
to be
particularly convenient for live
mances.
The Goto Planetarium at
one of the biggest historical ,-,1 ::lno,ro,,'_
iums in Japan, closed its doors 11 March. The
planetarium has suffered from
attendance. The last show was broadcasted
via Internet live. Lots of . . . 1.""0-1-"",;,,..-,<, crowded its farewell ceremony.

Fiske Planetarium, Boulder, Colorado,
a new
Fransisco
Salas has taken over for Geoff Skelton.
will be
HlI;'U lUl',HlF;

Two years have elapsed since the last
Nordic Planetarium Association Conference
in Tampere, Finland. This year Framtidsmuseet, The Futures Museum, in ~~"UH"'-'
Sweden, will host the conference. The conference will be held on 21-23
an autumnal beautifully colored Dalarna.
Conference language is
and the
tration fee is low, about 100 Euro ($80 US).
The conference welcomes interested stu-

His contact address is <Saias@ucsu
.colorado.edu>. Skelton will be
Colorado 1
where he
to stay at least ne>nn,hor':> I
involved with the picmetaI'iulm
be reached <skelton@colorado.edu>.
Earl Faulkner, for whom the
Planetarium, Twin Falls,
away on 17 June of natural

New pimle!aritlm at the G~}' Project. on the con~1" of 400 West & 100 South
Easl is to the feft. ·,8,OnO sq:r feet of exhtbit ilpaDe ;Me .on two lelfehl to the South m the plmwar1um dome
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ner was 89 years old. A business fixture in
Twin Falls since the 1950s, Mr. Faulkner was
instrumental is raising funds for the construction of the planetarium. Mr. Faulkner
was also awarded RMPA's Founders Award in
1999. His spirit will be sorely missed, but not
forgotten.
Faulkner Planetarium has recently purchased a Coronado H-alpha filter for its 10inch Meade telescope. Upon the very first
use of the fiIter a plague erupted. Over the
next 25 minutes the eruption rose to great
height and subsided. Semi-regular solar
observing sessions will now be offered in
addition to the monthly star parties. The
first major public use was at the 23 June
Craters of the Moon Star Party hosted by the
Magic Valley Astronomical Society and the
Idaho Falls Astronomical SOCiety, and held at
the Craters of the Moon National Monument.
On 1 February of this year, management of
Hansen Planetarium transferred back from
the University of Utah to Salt Lake County.
While this change was happening, plans
were being developed to open a new planetarium and large format theater (lMAX or
15/70 Iweks) combined facility in the new
Gateway area of downtown Salt Lake
(next door to the Delta Center, home of the
Utah Jazz.) The Gateway district is a 2-block
3-block area of the town that has been
rebuilt from ground up. It will soon be home
to movie theaters, upscale retail stores,
restaurants, condos and apartments, business
offices, and a new planetarium with decent
exhibit space, and a large-format theater. The
planetarium will even be next to a stop on
the new light-rail mass transit line.
The Salt Lake County Council recently
approved a bond for US $15 million to build
the facility (see illustration on previous
page). As this is written (late June), the planetarium management is working out the cost
and construction details of the facility. There
is a hole in the ground, concrete is poured,
and steel is going up. The goal is to open the
facility by October 2002. Plans are to install
a full-dome digital video projection system
as the backbone of the theater. The Digistar
II planetarium projector will be kept.
Salt Lake County seems to be really excited about this project, and the planetarium is
enjoying "front-burner" status as the project
moves through the various agenCies of local
government. The new facility will be about
4000 m 2 (40,000 square feet). This is the size
of the shell building being constructed at
Gateway for the planetarium. This means
that the planetarians have toget creative
about combining lobby space with exhibit
space, and designing the open spaces for
good crowd flow and access to the exhibits
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area,
restrooms, elevators, etc. The
entire staff will work in office space
constructed in 900 m 2 below the main
entrance and lobby. Hansen Planetarium has
been in its current location for 37 years. Now
a facility is designed that will keep it
for at least as long into the future.

On 6-13
all planetariums of Russia
arranged meetings devoted to the
jubilee of the first man's flight to cosmos.
George Grechko made a speech on the Conference
Novgorod citizens and cosmonauts and presented to the
Novgo rod planetarium the medal of
and
the diploma of the Federation of the Cosmonauts of Russia.
On 26-27
the VIII Conference of RP A
took place in Moscow. There the results of
the All-Russian competition of
shows were presented. This competition was
conducted with the support of the Astronomical
The winners were GaUna
Zheleznyak, Harkov Planetarium, for Amazing Universe, Irina Bakunina,
Novgorod Planetarium, for New Year Cosmic
of the Kolobok, and Tamara Petrakova, The
Planetarium of the State Museum of the
Cosmonauts in Kaluga, for Where does the
Sun Hide? (show for the children of 5-7 years).
The conference partiCipants visited the Center of the Cosmic flights management in the
town Korolev in the Moscow region and the
Optical Theater in Moscow.
On 28 May the participants came to Kostroma, where on 29-30
an interregional
conference devoted to the SO-year jubilee of
Kostroma Planetarium took place. The participators of this conference greeted past-president of IPS Dale Smith who came to Russia.
Also in May, the buildings of Harkov and
Barnaul planetariums were threatened to be
societies.
transferred to
Vladimir V.
- the first director
of Yaroslavl
(1948-49) and
Honored Science Worker of Russia (1971) celebrated his
jubilee on 30 June. The
asteroid N3923 (1976 SN3) is named in honor
of Radzievskij, who was professor at the Nizhegorodskij Pedagogical Institute and
known for his work in celestial mechanics,
the cosmogony of the solar system, and the
origin of comets.

Southeastern Planetarium AssociSEPA recently concluded its annual conference, which ran 26-30 June. The conference was a combined meeting with GLPA
and, due to the relatively large membership
of each organization, attracted a large number of participants. Invited talks included
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John Stoke, who gave an imIDaSsi()n(~d
Lecture, and Dr. James B. Kaler
annual astronomy
The

in
tance from his assistant
other staff and volunteers.
Ann_TIn, ... SEPA members were
award,
Award. This honor was
accorded to Duncan
of
~~~,r''''''''

Planetarium in Bradenton,
Phillip Groce,
Baton
Louisiana gave details of next
conference which will be hosted under
new 18-m (60-foot), tilted-dome at the
ington Planetarium and ExxonMobil
Theater. The conference is 1-11<,''''',-,-,
June 2002. Details will be !-IUll1l,"''-,U
next issue of the Planetarian.
for the 2003 conference will be decided from
invitations from Cocoa, Florida; Richmond,
West Palm Beach,
Announcements will be
to various
media
SEPA's web site <www

from Richardson, and Donna
Park have all retired as of this writsemi-retired. She
is
the
tarium. The trio is
a
to
in October, so our IPS friends there
may want to watch out for this wild Texas
group.
Carroll has been
to
Baber in
Abilene Planetarium.
Unfortunately, Carroll has only been in the
~IC'''C'+'','i'1'n1 twice. So, all the SW AP members have offered to help him learn the ropes
and
to meet him in
for the
annual pot-luck dinner meeting.
John Cotton of the Science Place has been
awarded a patent for his inventiQn, a
lighting system to be used in
had the opportunity to visit
Science Place Planetarium, you have
enced something that many
would
love, a system to
charts and such without
adaptation of the audience.
The worst SW AP news is the
of the
Richardson
School District's
"",'LHUHU

Planetarium. The school board decided to close the planetarium in order to save money. This is a tremendous loss to the
Richardson area. The RISD Planetarium had the only heliostat
in the metroplex. Also, the RISD Planetarium is located in a
city well known for its technology businesses. When the
news broke about the closing, a number of parents, planetarians, teachers, and businesses came forward to support the
planetarium. The board promised to review the decision for
the 2002-2003 school year. Jim McConnell and Ann Seeley
have been reassigned to other positions in the district.
Bess Amaral (formerly of Roswell) is now working at the St.
Mark's School, Dallas, Texas as an Earth Science teacher and as
Stephen Balog's assistant in the planetarium there. She has
gotten her feet wet at St. Marks by doing summer planetarium shows for the school's Day Camp and Science Camp in
June and July. Steve Balog of St. Mark's School has been
awarded the Cecil & Ida Green Master Teaching Chair in
Physical Science. The position is similar to tenure in a college
or university setting.
The Space Center in Alamogordo, New Mexico has a new
name: it is now the New Mexico Museum of Space History, a
name that more correctly identifies it to the public. To celebrate this event, the museum held a grand re-opening on 2
June with new permanent exhibits in the museum, NASA
vans with a mock-Up of the International Space Station displayed in the parking lot, and the beginning of the summer
laser show season.

Autumnal/spring greetings.
My boss, Patrick McQuillan, suggested the
topic which is covered in this issue's column.
Here it is:
What is the weirdest/funniest situabeen in during your
career, or what is the
been asked by a visitor?
I can tell from the smile on George Reed's
face that he has just remembered something
funny, so let's hear his story.

The most interesting planetarium visit I
had occurred when a group of around 15
detention center females came to the planetarium. They were all young prostitutes. It
seems as if everyone who knew about the
group just happened to be nearby when they
arrived. Hey, I agreed to the visit because I
was curious, too. Everything proceeded as
normal in the dark. (Of course I'm referring
to the presentation). One of the girls did
want to see "her constellation." It was Virgo,
as you can guess. Out of the dark came the
comment, "Honey, you ain't seen that in a
long time."
George Reed
Educational Programs Developer
Millennium Dome
National Space Science Centre
Leicester, England

Several years ago I learned just how diehard a laser light show fan can be. This story
takes place during a midnight show which
was very much sold out. The lights went
down, the laser fired up and the music started to blast from the four bookshelf-style
speakers we were using in the theater. About
a minute into the show, someone yelled,
"Crank it up!" Noting that my ears were not
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yet bleeding, I complied. The show continued without incident until the end of the
show.
It wasn't until the lights came back up and
people were excitedly exiting out the door
that I noticed one of our four speakers was
missing. The speakers sat on shelves which
were attached to the wall just below the
spring line. Before the show I had four speakers, and now there was only one!
I scanned the crowd thinking that someone had carted a speaker out the door, when
I noticed someone still seated in the front
row. As I made my way forward for a closer
inspection, I saw the missing speaker on the
floor adjacent to the seated woman who was
clutching her arm tightly.
Switching gears, I naively asked, "What's
wrong'?" "I think I broke my arm," the
woman said. "What happened,?" I asked.
Pointing down with her two clasped arms
she added, "A minute or two after the lights
went out, this speaker fell on my arm./I
"That's awful," I countered. "Why didn't you
say something earlier'?" "Because I didn't
want to miss any of the show," she mused.
The women really did break her arm. After
an all-expense-paid trip to the emergency
room, and a couple of hundred apologies, I
learned two things about conducting light
shows under a dome: always securely fasten
your speakers, and never underestimate the
true fortitude of fans!
Mitch Luman, Director
Koch Science Center and Planetarium
411 SE Riverside Drive
Evansville, Indiana, 47713

We've actually gotten phone calls from
people asking for advice about plants, since
we're a PLANTarium. (Calls like this
the title of a show we did several years ago,
called "No, We Don't Sell Plants at the Planetarium"). One caller, confusing us with our
neighboring aquarium, said he wanted to
donate a catfish. We're still wondering about
that one.
r was once asked by a young woman after
an evening show how we managed to open
the dome so quietly.
During a show that ended with a thunderstorm sequence, a visitor opened an umbrella in the theater.
We once did a special show for a very New
Age group, who wanted to "prepare" the theater beforehand by burning incense and
hanging crystals in the corners of the room.
We explained to them why neither was possible, due to fire-code regulations and the
fact that a round room has no corners.
One of our technicians is a short, alwaysPlanetarian

cheerful Englishman with a very noticeable
accent, and when he was
group to a show, a
tIe girl bashfully aPlJroactled
sheepishly asked "Are you a leprechalL1n'~
A kid asked if there's really a constellation
called, "Poop". I clarified that he was most
likely thinking of Puppis the Poop Deck, or more politely - the
Stern.
One presenter usually included a
information about our star .--.,",~ic>.r+r"·
introductions, leading into it by
question asked
many visitors: "What's
that thing in the middle of the room?" On
one occasion, just as he asked the
drawing
attention to
machine, as if on cue, a loose constellation
attachment fell off the star projector,
the platform with a clunk. He recovered
"That's the planetarium star
- when it works."
Students from the astronomy class at a
are
extra
local community
credit if they have our lecturer
a card as
proof that
attended a show, and as one
class was getting a lecturer's
tourists thought the students were
up
line
autograph and got
for a
behind them.
Years ago, we had a show that started with
an old-style rocket launch effect done with a
rising projector that had to be cued manualOn one occasion, the operator
to
cycle the projector properly, and when
time came to bring up the effect, our
V rocket came down for a
the
Another effect in the old
involved
projecting a slide through a shallow, transparent dish
water, which was agitated so that we could make the
pIe. Then, we turned off the
c+r.r-.r."rl and the
cleared
anyway.
one
show, just as the lecturer turned the effect
on, a drowned cockroach floated
Then, of course, there are occasional activities that take place during certain shows
(often laser shows) that people should be
rp,pr"in,cr for the
of their homes, and
the interesting items that ushers would occafind on the floor after shows, rangto used condoms.
ing from bong
We got an odd call once from someone
who wanted to find out how to get to the
Griffith
in Los
She
she called us because she remembered visiting San Francisco once and recalled a
planetarium, and assumed that we knew
way. When we asked where she was
from, it turned out that she was
ing from Los n.lJ"'ClIL~.
A former member of our museum's exhibJl!'."<tLUl

IltJtJUllt',

it department once asked what shade of

black we used to paint the dome to simulate
the night
Bing Quock
Morrison Planetarium
California Academy of Sciences
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118
***

As a preshow introduction to the constellations with elementary school students, we
often use a collection of stuffed animals and
dolls to review the constellation names. We
have quite a collection, including two stuffed bears for Ursa Major and Ursa Minor, a
winged horse for Pegasus, and two stuffed
for Canis Major and Canis Minor. For
the Gemini Twins, we have two identical
"Ken" dolls, dressed in Roman garb, and for
Cassiopeia and Andromeda we have two
"Barbie" dolls. Cassiopeia has a crown and is
dressed in long regal robes, and Andromeda
was dressed in a flashy metallic silver outfit.
Since our Project Starwalk students have
studied the star map and constellation
names before coming to the planetarium, I'll
often point out the constellation at the overhead, hold up the doll, and ask "What's the
name of this constellation". The most memora ble response came from a local third
grade class. I held up the Andromeda doll,
pOinted to the stars on the map, and asked
the question. I called on a student in the
front row. He responded, "Its a whore".
I quickly called on another student, and
we later changed Andromeda's outfit.
Sheldon Schafer, V.P. of Education
Lakeview Museum of Arts & Sciences
1125 West Lake Ave
Peoria, Illinois 61614
***

The strangest situation or funniest question? There are so many. I don't know that I
could choose just one. After a live school program I walked around the theater to check
for debris. Upon reaching the back row, I
noticed a pile of torn paper. I thought I must
have given a particularly boring program,
that one child spent the time tearing up
paper into tiny bits. On closer inspection I
recognized a certain forest green shade of
color to some of the bits. Then the number
20 on what looked like a corner piece. Yes,
the kid had given me a very big tip, but I had
to work for it. We found all the pieces and
taped the $20 bill back together. We contacted the school and returned the bill (or an untorn one exchanged at the bank for the torn
one) to the unfortunate child who had
unknowingly torn up his lunch money for
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the week.
There was another time that I was doing
some maintenance in the theater. Our sound
system was located up behind the dome. To
get there one needed to climb a ladder and
step onto a series of 2"
12" boards that
formed a narrow walk way above the suspended ceiling. It was a bit wider than an
Olympic style beam in
The
were located on a board that crossed
the corner. Yes, our theater is a square room
with a dome in the middle. After I finished
my work, I stood up and turned around in
the under-lighted space behind the dome
and took a step .. , into space.
I
crashed cleanly
the
ceiling and landed on my feet one floor below. I
had "stuck" the dismount! Unfortunately the
factor of difficulty was very small.
for
being shaken (! also had a small but nasty cut
on my neck from one of the ceiling supports)
I was fine. When we renovated the theater a
few years later, the ceiling was
floored in.
Or I could tell about the time I was
a
program on day and night for a group of first
graders. I have one child sit in a swivel chair
representing the Earth while another child
using a tlashlight represents the Sun. After a
discussion explaining the need to find a particular place to represent where we are located on the earth (the head of the child in the
chair) I lead them by means of a
ger and a quite innocent suggestion,
don't we pick his nose?"
Dave Maness
Peninsula Planetarium
Virginia
Museum
524 J.
Morris Boulevard
23601
Newport News,
UVJlHLU""

Weirdest experience in a dome? Most of
those I'd rather not remember .... But I do
recall one instance born of rI~.""vw~-~;~~
I'd taken the Star Lab out to a nature center
for the post-Christmas camp. (How many
out there have done programming while on
your vacation? Hands? Thought so.) The
theme was Moon and stars, and the camp
directors wanted a short sky
tour
for several dozen young children.
Starlab barely squeezes into the
large room at the nature center, and all the
nOisy campers were swarming in the narrow
hall just outside that space, shedding muddy
boots and losing mittens. Getting them into
some semblance of order and into StarLab
looked to be a losing proposition.
Rabbits. Recalling a brilliant suggestion
from former intern Susanna Olsen, I told the
seething mass that we were all going to be
rabbits. Very small, very quiet rabbits, crawlPlanetarian

Those kids became rabbits. You
most see their ears elongating,
Wl(]erung, and their little brains
t-rDC>71,,,,rr in
hawk-shadow came over, scuttled
uU'--'U'","" the tunnel, and raised paws
were terrific.
I had a note from the new director
wards, who said, "The campers
focused on you, the stars
the JI--'<"__ '-_l"'U,
did not take the
were

Atlanta,

when I was
Back in my salad
intern at Morehead Planetarium in
Hill, North Carolina (about two
years ago), we had a
that prececied
dental
program. (Don't ask me
arrangement wi th a
by
agency.) The
starred
Tooth, a
seven-foot
a black leotard-clad co-ed hrc.~ril;cI~
toothbrush.

one
introduction went as
the audience was not
to
sudden appearance
a giant, white,
tooth
above it in the semi-darkness,
a giant brush. One of
little
shrieked, the rest followed, and
monium ensued - kids
about
thea ter, others
to hide under
all
in terror as
tried
escape
the
enameled horror with
manent smile frozen upon its face. Several
staff and teachers tried to collect and

Once the tooth had been "extracted"
to full, the children
calmed and the

ing dental phobias. In any case,
returned to fight tooth decay another
'+h"",(Tn the pre-show ended its run not
long after.
All to suggest that if
looking for
r>~'Dt-I",r'fT a little-kid-scary for your next
Halloween show, you could do worse than
to consider a
tooth ....
Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
600 W.
Boulevard
Bozeman, Montana 59717

Here's one of the stranger planetarium situations I've been involved with. Every year,
on the third
in February, our
museum hosts Engineering Fair. This program, held in cooperation with the Oklahoma Society of Professional Engineers,
allows all interested junior and senior
school students attend the museum for free.
Students participate in typical engineering
fair activities such as bridge building, Rube
Goldberg-type machines and ping-pong ball
launchers. As many as 5,000 students have
visited our museum on these days. This
represents the lowest sponsor/student ratio
in the museum each year. We pick up toothand straws for
afterwards.
activiThe planetarium's part of the
ties involves presenting eight, IS-minute live
shows on the half hour from 10:00 a.m.
through 1:30 p.m. A few years ago, we had a
situation in the planetarium that threatened
to create more than the usual chaos for the
The museum is located adjacent to the
Oklahoma City Zoo, one of the largest zoos
in the country. As you might expect, the
zoo's proximity draws numerous unwanted
guests such as field mice attracted to the
large supply of food and rat snakes attracted
to the large supply of field mice. Some of the
most unwanted guests are water roaches.
These make the typical German roach of college dorm room fame look like ants. They
can grow to four inches or more in length,
and have been know to carry off small
infants.
On the day in question, we had just completed the first of our eight shows. As we
were setting up for the second, we noticed
one of these giant roaches on the dome
almost due south and nearly 60 degrees altitude. We had no way of getting it down, so
we just prayed none of the students would
notice it. It
the next two
show but had disappeared
the end of the
fourth show. We never heard any screaming,
so it apparently didn't drop onto anyone.
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We had noticed that the roach was sitting
very near Alpha Orionis. Sorta
a whole
new meaning to Beteh~ellse!
Wayne
Kirkpatrick Planetarium
Kirkpatrick Science and Air
Museum
2100 NE 52nd St
Oklahoma 73111
Oklahoma

Arriving at the planetarium at 6:30 p.m. on
December 9, 2000, I looked up as I got out of
the car, as is my habit, to check out the
conditions. And there, high in the
moving from SW to NE, were two bright "stars,"
one following the other a few
behind. Of course I instantly rec:ogniz:ed
these must be the ISS and the Endeavor,
which had separated from the ISS earlier that
afternoon. The ISS was nearly as bright as
Jupiter, about -2.5 mag, and the Shuttle was
about -1.5. It was an amazing
to see
them so close together, one following the
other. (J verified that they were
my
at 6:30 that night when I went inside.)
But the story doesn't end there. Just as I
was opening my doors for the public show, a
woman came up. I thought she was a guest
there to see the show, but no, she was there
to talk to the Planetarium "Astrologer." It
seems that a few days earlier, she couldn't
remember which, she got up before dawn to
do her meditation (start cringing.) While
looking out her sliding glass doors she saw
what she thought was a plane at first, but
then realized that it was a "star." It was very
bright, about as bright as Jupiter she admitted when I pointed it out to her, but it was
moving to the east. She said that she
watched it go "over the eastern horizon, getting dimmer as it went around the curve of
the Earth until it winked out."
satellite, most likely the Shuttle docked with
the ISS. Her description matched nD"rf"Dr+!"
what I had just witnessed
not more
than an hour earlier.
'No", she said, "It was a star!' I tried to gently explain that stars rise in the east and
move west, not the other way around, but
that the ISS/Shuttle would look like a moving star going E-NE. "No", she said, flIt was a
star!" What's more, it threw off a "blue electrical discharge" as it went behind the trees. I
tried to explain that a bright star-like object
that was sinking lower in the
would be
viewed through more and more atmosphere,
resulting in greater ... /lNo", she said, flIt was a
star!" She then demanded to see the planetarium
who could tell her what
this meant. When I told her that I run the
planetarium, and that we are astronomers
not astrologers, she left saying that she
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would come back another
ilct-rndlnfTor" was in.
me?)
As I started to sell tickets to
people
my, I couldn't
about
how
the ISS was with its first set
I'd known that NASA
that it will surpass Venus in
the end of this year, but
about the consequences.
don't realize that you can
satellites and space debris
the
eye. So it looks like the ISS will
kinds of
fanatics like this
and the UFO nuts as well. Get
It has started

VV\J',' ,,111.

Seminole Comrnunit y
Sanford, Florida 32773

So, lots of
stories from
which rank
on the mirth meter.
confirm what
in the north
'"Hi')'«U'""' say, that, "There's nowt as queer
folk."
One of my own weird
cuned a few months ago, when a visitor put
his nose about one inch from mine
Crl''orrl!nrr like a bull and
muscles, because I was reluctant to
without a ticket. To cut a
story
realized he did, after
it was in
ticket, but had
Before I
the staff here
sonville, a husband and wife left
in the dome after a show. The father
the mother had it, and vice versa.
The
for the next column is a quote
from
Reed's article, "Who In The
Needs A Planetarium,/I which
the March 1994 Planetarian:

Do you agree or
with
comment?
I'll be dellg!1ted to receive your considered
responses
the deadline of October 18.

Since I am retiring from planetarianism,
April Whitt, planetarian of the Fernbank
Science Cen ter in Atian ta, Georgia, has
agreed to be the new chronicler of planetarian life. So this will be my last "Jane's Corner."
I've told many stories in this column
about planetarians. Here's my story.
I was teaching Earth Science at Thomas
Jefferson High School in 1969. In 1969-70, the
planetarium was put in. At the time, I was
taking an astronomy class from the genius
who figured out how to put a planetarium
into an existing room. One evening, in class,
he said, "How would you like to run the
planetarium ?"
I gulped, and said, "What's a planetarium?"
I then said OK; sounded interesting. They
took me out of the classroom, and I sat there,
in the planetarium, in the dark, looking at
the stars, and wondered, "Now, what do I
do?"
I got no answer from the stars, so I visited
other school planetariums in Virginia. I went
to see Jo Torpy in Alexandria, Walt Tenschert in Fairfax County, and Jack Gross and
John Calabrisi in Chatham. I made an amazing discovery: these folks were as anxious to
help me as I was to get their help! It's a discovery that amazed me at the time and still
sometimes makes me think that the Martians planted a "helpful" seed in certain
earthlings (pianetarians) when they were
seeding our planet for life.
With everyone's help, I became the "starlady." I arranged lessons for grades 3-5, middle school, high school on various astronomy topiCS: stars, earth, sun, moon, planets,
galaxies, etc.
I became involved in planetarium organizations. In fact, I was one of the founders of
the Southeastern Planetarium Association
about 30 years ago. I discovered the source of
all my new ideas came from people I met in
SEPA and IPS. Why, I even met my future
husband, George Hastings, at a joint conference of SEPA, MAPS, and NASA in the 70s.
Participatory planetarium lessons were a
natural for me because I seat only 30 people
at a time. I like them best, and tried to have
the class "do" something besides sit and listen. One lesson, the "Reasons for the Seasons," is my favorite because it is so excellently arranged to allow for "discovery" of
the pattern of the sunrises/sunsets/length of
day and its relationship to differences in the
seasons.
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I prepared lessons through the years with
the assistance of many people: other planetarians, science supervisors, principals, and,
of course, the teachers who came with their
classes. But the most critical member of the
"team" which made my planetarium program successful was not any of these.
It did not take me long to realize who the
most crucial member of the team was for
making the planetarium viable. That person
was: the bus driver who brought the students
to the planetarium!
Now, this may not be true in a museumbased planetarium where students have
something else to do besides visit your planetarium. In my case, they came to the planetarium only and there is no "waiting areal! with
posters, exhibits, etc. to amuse them.
When the bus pulls up to the planetarium, and discharges the children, I want to

know that that bus is not going to pull off and
never come back. I need it to stay there in case
this class needs to go back to school before
the lesson is over because of behavior problems.
I met each bus, got on the bus, and assessed
each class's good behavior level. Several
times in my tenure, I turned to the bus driver, and said "Take these children back to
their school". Notice that I hadn't even spoken to the teacher yet!
Yep, the bus driver is the most important
member of the team. I would always get on
their good side. By actual count, the bus
drivers delivered and I taught 328,620 students, one class at a time. Whew! Time for a
rest!
That's my story. I've been privileged to
comment in this column about other planetarian's stories. Here are some favorites of
mine from past columns. For brevity's sake, I
will paraphrase some items, and I will identify the source only by the name of the individual. Enjoy your tour through planetarianism!

From first issue,June 1972:
Hide in the bushes outside a building and
watch people as they go to their cars; you
may spot a "planetarian." As he exits the
building, he will seem momentarily paralyzed when confronted by sunlight.
He blinks a lot and throws his arms in
front of his face as he shrinks back. If you are
watching at night, he may seem to stumble
as he leaves the building. He will be looking
up, checking whether the real sky is set correctly. He may pause, take a painter from his
pocket, and seem to trace lines in the sky.
The observer in the bushes might also glance
around at the empty cars, for 9 times out of
10, the one with the most dented fenders will
belong to the planetarian. You see, he has frequent minor wrecks, caused by inattention,
Planetarian

particularly at night. He
to look
to ascertain directions instead of using
well-marked road maps or the
pass attached to his windshield. It's
thing, difficult to overcome ....
1984: from Famous Pla.netar'iaI1S
tion "Learn to Draw"]; Source unknown.
1) The sun is rising in the
Suitable narration would be:
a) Now we see the sun
b) Now we see the sun
c) As the faint

turn,
surrenders its
giving warmth so that the
bloom and prosper
d) Look at the sun
1984: Atmropna·telv ...;u.Jl.JI.":;UUlIJ'IlL'l...1!;; u'...."~."-'-'"
Jon Bell, Francine Jackson and
Geoghegan (Hastings)
these:
Astronauseum: A
which JI-"~,",""H,'A.J
in simulated space sickness
Flatularium: A
which simulates
methane gas and other gases in the
atmospheres of the gas giant
Armageddome: Planetarium whose
gramming specialty is the ultimate end
of the universe.
which utilizes
from
neutron stars to
stunning visual
effects.
Solarium: Think of it! Be the first
district to have a
and a star theatre by
one star, but
jector projects
apparent magnitude of -26!
Ennuisphere: A place where
dull
planetarium shows are
*See
also: Boritorium, Tedium, and Dulldome
Pubesarium: a dark, domed environment
in which 8 th graders learn about stars,
and other bodies.
Humdrome: A combination beehive,
research center and Di,lnE'ta,rinm
studies the stellar orientation of
stinging insects to the
star d uster.
Hertzsprung -Russellari urn:
atre devoted to the use of every
technical diagram ever used in an
astronomy textbook.
Recyclotron: Not a planetarium, but a
facility that exists to enable ... ,~" ..... u.u
ians to ~H'_HC'"
effect nr,.,i~r+r'r
Diarrhearama: A planetarium for
ning
shows.
Spitzarium:
facility whose star
tor says its name when you turn it on.
A
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Anachrodome: Any currently existing
planetarium which started out as something else; e.g., hockey arena, stairwell,
library.
Planhairium: Every seat has a hair dryer!
To work in this fabulous facility, one
must have a degree in cosmotology.
Alternatarium: A planetarium which was
later converted to something else more
profitable; e.g., hockey arena, stairwell,
library.
One-Liners
1977: Tom Hamilton, in a document satirizing planetariumism: "Workshop Topic:
'Construction of Bolide Projectors with
Matches and a Slingshot'. The leader of this
workshop has received critical acclaim for
previous projects such as converting several
Kodagraphic slide projectors into Cigar
boxes."
1978: Paul Campbell says there are twoopen ended questions you should never ask
in the planetarium: "If you were going to
throw a big heavy bear into the sky, where
would you grab him?" and "What do you
think Orion did when he caught up to the
Seven Sisters?"
1980: Jim Summers responded to a call
from a distressed lady who noticed that
three planets and a bright star were very
close together in the night sky and felt that
this grouping reinforced the impending
doom of the earth. He said: "Well, ma'am, we
astronomers have control of all this. For a
fee, we could arrange for those 01' planets to
begin drifting apart!"
1980: Jack Dunn received a letter from an
impressed visitor. It said, "You really seemed
to know your stuff good. You said it just like
you had said it 1000 times before, and you
didn't even stutter once."
1981: George Reed, on writing planetarium
shows, "Having good ideas is like a pregnancy; the fun is in the conception, with the
labor to follow!"
1982: John Wells was a consultant for a
nearby county as they decided whether or
not to get a planetarium. They wanted to
put it in an existing building, used years ago
as a federal hospital. The room they selected
for the planetarium was the morgue.
1982: Jack Horkheimer, star of the popular
PBS show: the Star Hustler (now called the
more politically correct Star Gazer) was interviewed by a Miami newspaper on the subject
of an epitaph he would like on his grave.
Jack's answer: '''Keep Looking Up' was my
admonition; I can do nothing else in my present position."
1983: Phyllis Pitluga, planetarian in
Chicago, was describing how laser pointers
were bright enough to point out constella-
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tions in the real sky. Question from audience: "Do you have to generate smoke to see
the laser beam?" Phyllis's answer: "Not in
Chicago!"
1983: Robert Hitt, on collecting stuff to be
made into "projectors": "Our motto is: never
throw anything away ... it might work in the
dark and besides nobody knows what a
black hole looks like anyway!"
1984: Jon Bell interviewed the author Isaac
Asimov and asked him if he knew that two
of his stories had been produced as planetarium shows. Asimov said, "Of course I'm aware
of it; I've attended several productions of
each. I have been enthralled by the story
each time and couldn't wait to see how it
ended!"
1985: Richard Knapp, commenting on participants from the same facility who come
to a planetarium conference: "The director
comes fee-paid, the intern comes on a grant,
and the staff pays its own way!"
1985: Donald McDonald was told by his
doctor to stay away from planetarium conferences because they were ruining his
health. Don: "Will I live longer if I do?"
Doctor: "No, but it will seem longer."
1985: Scott Pohl: "I have an A3P projector
with a 7S-watt bulb. I like it. I can read
the
light of Sirius."
1986: Jon Bell charges a fee for someone to
look through the telescope at Comet Halley.
"If they see it for free, they feel like they're
not getting anything!"
1986: Mike Hutton, praising automated
planetariums: "Well, first you rewind the
tape, then you look and see if the audience is
seated, push the button, and open the refrigerator in back for a cold drink!"
1987: Deborah Byrd, guest speaker at a
planetarium conference: "People don't know
the difference between a galaxy and the
solar system. Now ... probably because of you
guys ... people aren't sure about the difference
between a galaxy and the solar system."
1987: Astronaut John Young, guest
at planetarium conference: "In the
days, when we were learning about constellations at the Morehead Planetarium in
Chapel Hill, N.C., we were deprived of an
announced trip to Australia to study southern hemisphere skies because the planetarium did such a good job of showing them!"
1988: Wayne Wyrick was called at the
planetarium office by officials in a small
nearby town and asked what time sunset
occurred on a specific date. It seems that, in
Oklahoma, the distinction between the
crimes of "Breaking and En tering" and
"Burglary" depends on whether the crime
happens before or after sunset. Such a distinction was necessary for the officials to
determine the severity of impending crimi-
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nal charges.
1991: Keith Johnson
planetarium ad which
gray whale." They had no whale
etarium. The staff
badly-garbled ad phone-in for a "S-foot
ty well" might
it.
1991: Carole

day we fix
that broke over the weekend,
1993: Dr.
van der Laan on
Theatres with Omnimax and
hopping from mountain top to crevasse,
use quiet care to show the
of
world,"
1994: The
were at work
Halley's planetarium as the slide
dropped into the gate at the narrator's
"And God said ... showed the words
Out"!
1994: A
with no money
budget for new equipment ordered
lowing items: one replacement
replacement lamp housing, one
slide gate, etc. After
the order, he
company and
ly called the
"Now put them all
and send
new slide nr,,>,c>,('+rw!"
1996: Planetariums sometimes initiate
veys to determine what the
Most all surveys include "constellations"
desired
Planetarian
believes this response shows that
pIe want constellations in every
they don't know
else
down!'"
1999: Carole
to a woman
pm"I{",,.,,,, who was new at the f-"U'H~cva
Carole said: "You don't have any plametar'lurn experience. How did you get the
said I was just what
were
/1

me a bad class every year."
1978: Phone call to
parent whose child had visited the
urn that
"What's the idea of
child to go outside and look at the stars
while naked?"
All years: Phone call to all planetariUll1S:
"Do you have any plants on sale this
1981: Question from planetar'IU111
Wasiluk, "When does the ride
1982: Phone call to
l-"U"'-.-'LU11

"I
want to thank you for informing us
about the planet alignment on the 10 th of
March. I did what you said on the radio,
went outside to look, and I was absolutely
amazed! I did, I sawall nine planets all
together in a line, just like you said!"
1985: Get mentally set for a grueling day in
the planetarium if "Pubites" are coming.
That's what Greg Thomas calls 8th graders.
1989: John Pogue has a name for the seemuncontrollable urge that overcomes
some youngsters to light up their LCD watch
dials during planetarium shows: "Chronolumenosis."
uncle says that astronauts are
1992:
just pretend-floating above a fake earth
when we see them on TV."
1993: "Your planetarium has been here
since 1970. What makes you think it's still a
useful educational tool in 1993?"
1994: Teacher with class in planetarium,
"helping" planetarium person: "The phases
of the moon are called first quarter, second
quarter, third quarter and full. The phases of
the moon happen because we see the moon
from different sides of the earth."
1994: "Mrs. Hastings, I'm glad the eclipse is
so late at night because people probably
won't stay up that late and they won't hurt
their eyes looking at it."
1995: Zeiss was installing a new product in
the planetarium. The Zeiss representative
said: "Now for the test; turn on the stars."
Dave Dundee: "They ore on."
2001: A phone call to the Beijing Planetarium: "Do you need to wear a raincoat during the meteor shower?"

Comments in Planetariwn
1979: Student: "You know, we'll never see
another full moon." Planetarian: "Really!
Why not?" Student: "Because the astronauts
brought some it back with them!"
1979: Planetarian Phil Groce: "What do
you think of UFOs?" Visitor: "They're OK,
but you can still get pregnant."
1981: One visitor, after a starshow with a
loud, animated ending told Henry Mitchell:
"That was a very nice program. I certainly
learned one thing: a planetarium is not a
place to have a hangover!"
1982: 3rd grader: "If the sun is a star, does it
go up at night to be with the other stars?"
1983: At the beginning of each program,
Rich Reif spells out his four rules for student
behavior in the planetarium: 1) no food, 2)
no drinks, 3) don't get out of your seat, and 4)
don't touch anything! Later, during the lesson, he asked if anyone knew what the four
directions were (N,S,E,W), a student diligently recited his four rules for planetarium
behavior!
1984: 3rd grader:
did they use 1000
48

earths to make a Jupiter?"
1984: A teacher once asked John Pogue,
As he paused to think
"Just what is
of a
answer, a student, whQ overheard
the question, responded, "That's what you
take when
'constellated"'!
1985: Bill Busler asked a class, "Now students, just what do you think a 'planetarian'
is?"
Answer: "If you cut off its head, it will
grow a new one!"
1985: Richard Monda installed a new star
lamp in his Spitz AP3, but spurious reflections occurred when the
was in a certain
position to make the brighter stars appear to
have "companions" near them. When he
pOinted to the "Dog Star, Sirius," a voice from
the audience was heard to say, "That's not
just a dog, that's a whole litter!"
1988: In a planetarium show, a segment
about the tremendous energy output of the
sun was playing. The narrator said, "How?
How can the sun do it?" A voice from the
audience was heard: "Attitude. It's all attitude."
1990: A customer went into the p12metariurn and did not pay. Phillippe Huyard: "Sir,
you must pay for looking at the stars!" Man:
at
"I'm not looking at the stars. I'm
the spaces between the stars!"
1993: Dave Linton, in planetarium: "What
is the name for planet #3, the third rock from
the sun?'" No answer. Dave: "Come on. You
know this one. In fact you're all sitting on it
right now!"
Answer: "Oh, it must be Uranus!"
1997: A rather stunning visual sequence of
"going to Jupiter" was being shown on the
dome. A phone rang at the console, loud
enough so that the audience could hear.
Voice from the audience: "Now that's real
long-distance service!"

Overall winner, aU years, Best T-Shirt
Contest
1980: John Hare: "Planetarians Don't Do It,
They Just Planet!"

favorite

stories

1981: A trucker-type (burly, "Peterbilt" cap,
sports shirt) male and his family showed up
to see a "star show" at Sudekum Planetarium
in Nashville. Told that the show was, instead,
a Laser show, they had a family conference
and decided to go and see it, even if they did
not know what it was. After the Laser show,
the man come up to planetarian Larry Miller
and said, "Hot damn. At's a lotta fun, ain't
it?"
obviously had so much fun that
the fami! y returned to see the
star show at a later date. When they entered
the planetarium, the "trucker" said, with
obvious gleeful anticipation, "You gonna
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lA7r'r>rYln them lasers on us like
did the other
1990: Planetarian Torbjorn Urke
ror\r""·~,,,rI on an incident on
captain:
everyone, here's what we have been
for. There is it; the HU'-'HA6'n

sun.'"
1994: Betty Wasil uk told prE'-scnOo01ers
<"<",·v..." " , to the stars now that
will make them
disaDlJear." Voice from audience:
stars. Have a nice
Dennis Mammana:
1996:
many months of
my
my framer, she showed me a certificate
a
star that someone had
for
Not
I?nl'U7.nrr much about astronomy,
show her 'Candace' in
interested in more than just
and
to compare the
they sent with a 12th
database.
The star
had circled was not
'Wait a minute', I
'[if] the star
'--H'V~fooH to appear on a map of 5 th

with a
Well, we ,,,,,,,,,,'Q,'
area anyway with a 21-inch
saw a number of stars that could have
'Candace' (if there even was such a
since she learned
I was
because
a lot about Candace. She's now my fiancee.
2000: Theodor Habel reports a very
ative way of
students in a
at
the planetarium. At the
of the lesson, one of the two
present in
the room uses a
camera to take two
each is one-half of the audience. He
tells the students to act as weird as
as
No
is
as to
taken.
The lesson
At the end of the lesson,
an oral
is given on the ideas nr~)''''''nt""rI
in the lesson. The presenter suggests
a
co!nr::~etitIon be
one side of the room
against the other. (During the lesson,
two
digital
taken earlier have been downloaded to a computer hooked to a data
When a
side of the room
the quiz is determined, a
of the
ning team is shown on the dome!
'-"'-I-HU.HUllU'U
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Just like a
grown-up

A planetanum
on the road

